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House toys with
budget numbers
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Mayes gets
honor; MSU
ranked 25th
Page 10
NATIONAL

Lottery workers
return to jobs
after murders
NEWINGTON, Conn.(AP) —
Four days after the murders of
four lottery officials, employees
tearfully returned to work today
to find flowers on their desks
and all traces of the gunman's
work site removed.
Employees hugged each
other and cried as they entered
Connecticut Lottery headquarters, which they had fled in
panic Friday after a disgruntled
employee began shooting his
bosses with a semiautomatic
pistol before killing himself.
"It's calm, but people aren't
holding anything back," said
Nuala Forde, spokeswoman for
Gov. John G. Rowland.
Matthew Beck, a disgruntled
lottery accountant, killed the
four officials Friday and then
shot himself in the head. Beck
had just returned to work after
a four-month stress-related
leave.
An hour after the offices
opened, Rowland arrived to
talk with workers before leaving
to attend the funeral of the lottery's chief financial officer,
Linda Mlynarczyk, who was
also a former mayor of New
Britain.
After only an hour or two at
work, employees also left to attend the funeral, in buses provided by the state.
About 50 of the lottery's 110
employees showed up today.
Grief counselors were on hand
in side rooms to speak with
anyone who needed help. Employees were told they did not
have to return to work this
week, and that if 'they stayed
off the job, the did not have to
use either sick or vacation time.
To try to ease the workers'
pain, the lottery agency remodeled the offices over the
weekend, removing all traces
of Beck. Everything — his
phone, desk chair, papers —
was removed from the building,
Forde said.
WEATHER
Tonight... Mostly clear.
Near record cold with a low
near 15. Northwest wind around 5 mph.
Wednesday...Becoming
mostly cloudy and continued
cold. High in the middle 30s.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Grants for libraries in Sandy
Hook and Frenchburg. A
$100,000 set aside for sidewalks
in Ewing. A $5.5 million building
for Morehead State University in
West Liberty. A community college building in Whitesburg.
There are perquisites that can
come with being chairman of a
budget review subcommittee in
the House, as demonstrated by
some of the changes initially approved to Gov. Paul Patton's
biennial spending plan in the
House Appropriations and Revenue Committee Monday.
The committee's work today
was delayed when one of the subcommittees came back with a

plan that spent $4.5 million more
than it had. The House committee
separates the budget into general
areas, which are supposed to keep
within their own boundaries for
money available and spent. The
effect would be a budget out of
balance, which the constitution
prohibits.
In addition, today's proceedings revealed Patton's administration increased revenue estimates,
apparently without the agreement
of the tax forecasting group. Such
last-minute tinkering with revenue estimates have been
blamed in the past for irresponsible budgeting and shortfalls. The
new money appears to amount to
about $7.5 million. Committee
Chairman Harry Moberly, DRichmond, said today the prob-

lems could delay a full committee
vote on the budget.
The legislative branch budget
would contain a benefit for all
lawmakers — the money necessary for what amounts to a 50
percent increase in pay for members of the General Assembly.
But legislators will still have to
take an up-or-down vote on pay
raises before the raise could begin. And whatever happens, the
raise would not take effect until
after the next legislative
elections.
A bill sponsored by House Majority Floor Leader Greg Stumbo,
which would have to pass in order for the raise to take effect,
would increase the base to $150
• See Page 2

El Nino delivers surprise
ALBANY, Ga.(AP) — Nearly
5,000 people had evacuated today
as the Flint River rose above
flood stage in southwestern Georgia followirg a weekend of heavy
rain.
The evacuees included nearly
all 3,000 students and faculty at
Albany State University, who left
campus Monday. The only students remaining were 40 residents of a dormitory on higher
ground, said spokeswoman

Cynthia Hoke.
Two shelters were opened in
the city of more than 78,000 people and several bridges and roads
were closed, said Dougherty
County Clerk Barbara Russell.
"It's in the houses," Ms. Russell said of the flooding in Albany, an area hit by record flooding caused by Tropical Storm Alberto in 1994.
At least nine deaths had been
blamed on weekend storms across

the Southeast. A 20-month-old
boy was missing after being
swept from his mother's car
when they plunged into a flooded
Georgia creek.
Water was slowly receding today at Elba, Ala., where some
2,000 people had to evacuate
Sunday when a levee burst, filling streets as much as 6 feet
deep.
III See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
PROPER FORM: Kullen Balthrop of Murray gets in a little weightlifting at the Murray Family .YMCA last Friday. Balthrop's mother
teaches aerobics.

Clinton unlikely
to appear at trial
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
IN A SEA OF BLUE AND GOLD: Electricians drill holes for outlets on the newly finished floor in the
Regional Special Events Center Monday. Work is continuing on the multi-million dollar arena for this
summer's opening.

Judges question
report's figures
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The interpretation of statistics
about license suspensions for
drunken driving has some district
judges and a state transportation
official puttled.
The statistics were in a report
to the state House Judiciary Committee at a Feb. 12 hearing to discuss the need for strengthening
drunken-driving laws.
Figures showed a county-bycounty comparison pretrial suspensions and multiple-DUI convictions in 1997. A follow-up report broadened the scope to
include convictions within 15
days of arrest.
The reports showed several
counties, most of them in eastern
Kentucky had no suspensions and
that many otlicr counties had a
low suspension late.
That prompted state Supreme

Court Chief Justice Robert Stephens to warn in a Feb. 20 memo
to district judges that they faced
possible removal from the bench
if they didn't comply with the
law.
State law requires license suspension if the person refuses to
take a blood-alcohol test or has a
previous DUI suspension.
Stephens reportedly felt some
judges, viewing suspensions as
punishment before guilt is established, were reluctant to suspend
licenses.
The memo didn't sit well with
some judges.
can't see how they're getting those figures." said Calloway
District Judge Leslie Fun:hes.
Calloway Count.v's figures in
the original report showed 46.75
percent of drivers received pretrial suspension in 1997.
O See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
former White House aide who allegedly had a sexual encounter
with President Clinton arrived at
the federal courthouse today
where a grand jury is investigating Clinton's relationship with
Monica Lewinsky.
Former White House volunteer
Kathleen Willey was expected to
be asked by prosecutors about reports she was urged to change her
account of the incident in which
Ms. Willey was said to have
emerged from the Clinton's office with her clothing disheveled
and her makeup smeared. Ms.
Willey reportedly has said in a
deposition in the Paula Jones sexual harassment case that Clinton
groped her when she went to his
office in November 1993 seeking
a full-time job.

KENTUCKY DUI LAWS — 1991
FIRST OFFENSE Eng; $200 to $500
add; 48 hours to 30 days (or both fine and jail)
Lisanza_auparaisa 90 days
Assessment and Treatment Up to 90 days
First offender may apply for community service in lieu of a fine or
imprisonment, or both. At least one of the penalties shall be assessed
and shall not be suspended, or subject to conditional discharge or any
other early re;aase.
SECOND

Elag; $350 to $500 (and shall be imprisoned)
lad; 7 days to 6 months (48 hours served
consecutively)
community Service; From 10 days to 6 months
License Suspension; 12 months
Treatment. Up to one year

THIRD

fiilit; $500 to $1000 (and imprisonment)
JAI 30 days to 12 months
Community Service; From 10 days to 12 months
License Suspension; 24 months
Treatment; One year, inpatient or residential

FELONY DUI

A fourth or subsequent DUI convictiori
fGlass D felony)
Fine; $1000 to $10,000
prison; One to five years (minimum of 120 days
shall not be suspended or probated)
License Suspension; 60 months
Treatment One year, inpatient or residential

For all offenses, court costs and a DUI fee are imposed.
Convictions considered must have been received in the last five years.

The Washington Post reported
today that independent counsel
Kenneth Starr is looking into
whether Ms. Willey was urged by
people with ties LO the Clinton
administration to alter testimony
she gave in the Jones case. Earlier reports said Willey had
talked to Democratic contributor
Nathan Landow about her
testimony.
On Monday, a federal judge
reaffirmed a decision to keep the
Lewinsky matter out of the Jones
lawsuit.
The White House said Clinton
was unlikely to attend the Jones
trial. Legal experts said both
sides in the Jones case may consider it strategically unwise to
call the president to testify in
person.
U.S. District Judge Susan
II See Page 2

House OKs
DUI change
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
With surprisingly little debate
and little substantive change, the
House has passed a bill to lower
the threshold at which motorists
are considered legally too drunk
to drive.
The bill would lower the legal
blood alcohol level from 0.10 to
0.80.
"This bill will save lives,"
said Rep. Rob Wilkey, D Franklin.
In addition to the lower limit,
the bill makes it easier to take a
person's driver's license for
drunken driving. On the first offense, a police officer will take a
license, with the citation acting
as a sort of temporary permit to
drive. At the first court appearance, if it is indeed a first offense, the license can be returned
by a judge. If it is not a first offense, the court will keep the
license.
11 See Page 2
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Residents hurt in wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two city residents have been
released from the hospital alter
treatment tor injunes they received in a two-vehicle accident
last weekend.
A police report showed Beulah
M. Burke, 88, of Crawford Trail,
suffered a neck injury after she
pulled in front of a truck driven
by Gus J. Jones, 18, of a Kentucky 94 West residence, who
suffered a chest injury.
Burke reportedly failed to see
Jones' truck and started across
Kentucky 783. Both were taken
to Murray -Calloway County

Hospital.
In other police reports, a city
woman escaped serious injury
Fnday when she was grazed by a
car while crossing an
intersection.
Bonny Bhattacharjee, 28, of an
unknown address, was released
from the hospital alter being
treated for bruises
According to the report, Anna
Adams, 47, of Kirksey, was
stopped at 10th Street and began
inching forward as she was looking to her left. She apparently
didn't see Bhattacharjee crossing
the intersection and hit her, the
report said.

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon -Fn. 7-5,

Great Tires!
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING itt
Great Selection!

90 Days SaineAs Cash
wen 100,0•9d QOM

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Indudblal Rd. • Murray 411.1-1111
Omer: Clorrold Boyd

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deem Roper, Lawn Chlef & Troy Bunt
Through March 15, 1998

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Fitter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube
where needed

All For Only
$3995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Betts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only
$5995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Fitter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Fitter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

An For Only
$7995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

8
(any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs.,

Murray Home & Auto
744,---ya,

Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-4110

NOME CENTER e
7:30-5:30, Sat. 7:30-5:00
Mon.-Frl.
Hours:

FROM PAGE 1
per day and $1,435 per month for
expenses when not in session.
Those base sums now are $100
per day and $950 per month.
In the broad Education Department budget, the committee
moved up creation of 10 new
Family Resource Centers, reduced from 35 to 17 the number
of special educators who are assigned to help troubled schools
and raised the amount of money
that can be used to finance school
photo
Imo&
&
BERNARD KANEJLodgof
construction.
oduced
student-pr
the
Gold,
and
Black
A WINNING TEAM: The
The source of all the new monewspaper of Murray High School, took top honors at the Murray
ney
for House items was unclear
Competiand
Workshop
State University High School Journalism
instances.
in
many
tion held Friday, March 5. The staff won first place in Layout and
Patton
budget director Jim
Overand
Design, Features, Headlines and Cutlines, Photography
it appeared the comRamsey
said
Jill
adviser
faculty
with
staff
the
all. Shown above are members of
mittee raided funds that were left
Herndon.
intact by the administration.
Ramsey said Monday night it was
too early to tell, but he wanted to
make sure the budget was still in
•••
balance once all the cuts and adtice that they were not ditions were counted.
FROM PAGE 1
An earlier controversy was put
But after receiving Stephens' conclusive.
part
even
refusals
weren't
rest by reinstating about
"The
to
memo, Furches pulled all of Calall,"
at
Coffey
the
annually for the public
scenario
of
$380,000
from
cases
DUI
loway County's
investigation unit in
said.
corruption
rate
suspension
1997 and found a
licensing division, the attorney general's office. The
the
did
Nor
of 95.7 percent.
the statistics for a unit is conducting part of an in"Their statistics were wrong," who compiled
have access to in- vestigation of the legislature's
force,
task
DUI
said District Judge Don Thomas
cases where the own activities.
about
formation
of Marshall County, which only
his license
had
already
"It was my mistake," said
driver
had a suspension rate of 24 persaid.
Coffey
Mark Brown, D suspended,
Rep.
cent, according to the initial
chairman of the
Brandenburg,
report.
The real focus of the reports Budget Review Subcommittee on
his
cases and
He also pulled
was "to make stronger, more unifound a 100 percent suspension
form DUI laws across the state,"
rate.
Coffey said. "It was to show the
Thomas said the report's figwide variety of interpretation out
ures didn't factor in:
there."
*Drivers who already had their
Coffey said his office gets one, FROM PAGE 1
license suspended and were drivand sometimes two, forms showing anyway.
ing different reasons that the
The bill also increases the fee
*Drivers who had their licenses
same driver with a prior DUI has assessed on all DUI cases from
suspended when they pleaded
his license suspended.
$200 to $250, with most of the
guilty at arraignment.
"There's not a uniform set of increase going to the state police
*Drivers whose blood-alcohol
rules as to when they're sent in," laboratory.
levels were under .10 and whose
The vote Monday was 90-4 for
he said.
charges were amended to nonpassage. Only Democratic Reps.
DUI offenses.
Part of the resulting furor over
Perry Clark of Louisville, Jim
Thomas said it also didn't inStephens' memo stemmed from
clude drivers whose release from
newspaper reports based on the
jail was with the provision that
initial report, Coffey said.
they not drive. Thomas and FurThe stories "left out a lot of
ches said they follow that
details," he said, noting the secpractice.
ond set of statistics, which FROM PAGE 1
"They were prohibited from
brought up most counties' susWebber Wright ruled from Little
driving before they even came to
pension rates, was largely igArk., that she would not
Rock,
court," Thomas said, adding that
nored. "Some judges got fired up,
her Jan. 28 decision to
change
were
he was upset the statistics
and I would, too."
bar Lewinsky-related evidence
released in an open hearing.
"It's frustrating to me when we
from the Jones case.
But Steve Coffey, the assistant
get bad-mouthed in the press beMrs. Jones' lawyers hoped that
director in the state Department
cause of incorrect statistics," Furof Transportation's Division of
admission of Lewinsky evidence
ches said. "I feel district judges
Driver Licensing, said both rewould be part of a pattern, showtry to comply with the drunkports were provided with the noing that women were helped or
driving laws."
hurt in their government jobs, depending on whether they submitted to Clinton's alleged sexual
demands.
and most have volunteered to get
FROM PAGE 1
While the grand jury in the
their stuff out," said Charles
In and around Albany, people
Lewinsky case met today, Mrs.
Hardison, head of the Lee County
used moving vans, trucks, cars
Jones' lawyers were expected to
and even horse trailers to get Emergency Management Agency.
prepare a challenge for submistheir belongings away from the
sion to a federal appeals court.
"I feel like I'm on the RMS
rising Flint, although it was not Titanic," said Lee County DeWright acknowledged that eviexpected to crest until Saturday. puty Sheriff J.D. Bullington. "I
dence regarding Ms. Lewinsky's
"These people aren't going to know what's comin' and there
relationship with Clinton might
take any chances," Dougherty ain't no way to stop it."
help establish the president's sexCounty Police Lt. Jimmy Sexton
ual habits, but said it would do
At Elba, Shunts Sams recalled
said. "These folks, some of them
little to determine whether Ms.
haven't even been able to rebuild the terrifying struggle Sunday
Jones was sexually harassed. Adwhen he jumped into the flood to
from last time."
mitting the evidence "would
In adjacent Lee County, resi- save the occupants of a car
frustrate the timely resolution of
dents started heading for higher caught by the rushing water, not
this case," she said.
realizing that one was his friend,
ground as creeks rose.
The judge aimed a broadside at
"They're getting out quicker, 17-year-old Edward Horstead.

•JudgeS

•El Nino...

CABLECOMM
fiber optic broadband network.
This system will provide you with
enhanced signal reliability, improved
picture quality and new choices.

• We will not need to enter your home.
• During this time, you may experience some interruptions
in service. We will not interrupt service on weekends or
holidays.
• ALL SERVICE WILL BE RESTORED EACH DAY
BEFORE 5:00 P.M.

Call 753-5005
If you're in this area,
you're in "Node G"

Gooch of Providence, Porter
Hatcher of Louisville and Gross
Lindsay of Henderson voted
against it.
There had been 18 different
amendments proposed for the
bill, but only two were subjected
to a vote and neither passed.
The bill now goes to the
Senate.

the news media while refusing to
lift a secrecy order on pretrial documents and make public Clinton's Jan. 17 videotaped deposition. She accused the media of a
"callous disregard" of the parties' right to a fair trial.
Rejecting the request for openness from a number of news organizations, including The Associated Press, the judge wrote:
"The movants' antidote for curing their own misreporting assumes that any information that is
unsealed would be accurately reported, an assumption the court is
simply not willing to make given
the previous reporting of materials that are not under seal."
In another development, David
Brock, the reporter who first
wrote about Clinton's alleged encounter with Mrs. Jones, said in
. an open letter to the president
that he was having second
thoughts about the story. The former writer for the conservative
American Spectator magazine, in
a letter published in the April
edition of Esquire magazine,
said: "I wasn't hot for this story
in the interest of good government or serious journalism. I
wanted to pop you right between
the eyes."

SUBSCRIBE

MURRAY

We're upgrading our cable system to a

;

Legislators in charge of the
budget review subcommittees
fared well in their own plans.
Rep. Pete Worthington, the
chairman of the transportation
subcommittee, did particularly
well.
While tiny in relation to the
nearly $1 billion annual Road
Fund budget, Worthington's version would add a new road at
Blue Licks State Park, a traffic
light at Forest Avenue at the entrance to Deerfield Village Subdivision.

III Clinton...

YOUR LOCAL CONNECTION TO THE WORLD
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Managed care has caused considerable controversy in the Senate. Administration officials say
it will save millions and is the
only alternative to huge increases
in state funding for the health
care program for the poor. Some
legislators have questioned
whether the managed care system
would cover all those who need
medical attention and question its
administration and costs.

III Change...

Connecting You To The World!
We will be working
on the system in this area.

General Government.
Brown said he initially thought
the money was an increase in the
division's appropriation, rather
than its entire existing budget.
Notably, the subcommittee that
oversees the Medicaid portion of
the budget recommended no
changes in the managed care provision suggested by the
administration.

if you have any questions or concerns
or visit our website at...
http://campus.murraystate edu/cable.comm.

Horse Liniment
Eases Arthritis
Pain
(ALA.
-- An ingredient derived from hot peppers that decreases
inflammation in racehorse's legs. is
now recognized as sate and effective
for human use.The ingredient has been
formulated into a product called
ART ti-Rx1 and comes in a strength
designed fOr humafis. Researchers are
excited and say the firm ula can relieve
arthritis pain for millions.
Developed by the Phillips(iulfCorporat i on. A RT I I-R x is a breakthrough
in the treatment of painful disorders
ranging from minor aches and pains to
more serious conditions such as arthritis, bursitis, rheumatism. tendonitis.
backache and more.
Although the mechanism by which
AR VI1-Rx works to relieve pain is not
totally clear,scientists suggest that pain
is relieved because ARTII-Rx intercepts the messenger substance that
sends pain signals to the brain
AR I II-Rx is available in a con‘e11 lent roll-on applicator without a prescription. According to a spokesperson for the company, due to the overwhelm ing demand for AR IT l-Rs,supplies are sometimes limited. ARTIIRx can also be ordered by calling I 800-729-8446,
Alttli-Rii is available in ‘1tierav at:
HOLLAND DRUG COMPANY
753-1462
109 S Fourth St
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AROUND THE WORLD
King Fahd in stable condition
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DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — Saudi Arabia's King
Fahd was in stable condition today following emergency gall bladder surgery, hospital officials said.
An American medical team performed surgery late Monday on
Fahd after he was admitted in critical condition with a gall bladder
infection to King Faisal Specialist Hospital in the Saudi capital
Riyadh, said the officials, speaking on condition of anonymity.

Bomb explodes at station
LAHORE, Pakistan (AP) — A bomb exploded today on a train
entering the Lahore station, killing 10 people and injuring more
than 80, Pakistani police said.
The explosion in Lahore, capital of the eastern Punjab province,
followed two other blasts Monday that left 12 dead and at least 50
hurt.

Diana's trust announces grants
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LONDON (AP) — Trustees of Princess Diana's memorial fund
on Tuesday announced the first round of grants worth $21.3 million
to her favorite charities.
But they immediately came under fire from one charity because
eight causes wbuld share $13 million — while just $8.2 million is
to be allocated among 100 more.
The criticism was made by the Parkinson's Disease Society,
which had the late princess as its patron until July 1996.
All six charities of which the princess was either patron or president at the time of her death last August will each get a one-time
payment of $1.64 million.

Sinn Fein to stay out of talks
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Sinn Fein leader Gerry
Adams signaled Monday he will keep his IRA-allied party out of
Northern Ireland's peace talks until he returns from a fund-raising
trip to the United States.
The British and Irish governments, which cosponsor the talks,
suspended Sinn Fein for two weeks because of two killings blamed
on the Irish Republican Army. They invited the party back into
Monday's session.

AROUND THE NATION
Man kills wife, climbs into falls
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. (AP) — A man police believe
strangled his newlywed wife donned swim goggles, climbed a rail
and was swept over Niagara Falls in front of several tourists.
Police followed a note in John Bull's truck to his home Sunday
and found the body of his wife, Sandra, who was seven months
pregnant. The couple were married in Niagara Falls on Feb. 17,
police said.
Bull's body had not been found Monday, a day after apparently
being carried over the American Falls at Prospect Point, authorities
said.

DNA dog evidence to be used
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Local man arrested,
charged with burglary
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A county man has been
charged with felony burglary in
connection with the theft of items
from another county man's home
last weekend.
Lloyd D. Arnold, 29, of Star
Grass Road, remained in the Calloway County Detention Center
Tuesday morning on $2,500
bond.
He was arrested Sunday and
charged with second-degree burglary in connection with the breakin of Charles Gilbert's Johnny
Lane home earlier that day, according to the Sheriffs Department report.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
7-8-8
Pick 4:
5-4-3-5
Cash 5:
6-12-15-18-26

14r4V.
tad

Mexico to suspend tariff
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Mexican government has agreed to
a new round of talks with U.S. apple producers that could suspend
the huge tariff on U.S. shipments into that country, an industry official said Monday.
Apple growers in Washington state cheered the news as the most
positive development since Mexico levied the 101 percent duty last
fall.

Weather warm and wet
WASHINGTON (AP) — The first two months of 1998 were the
warmest and wettest on record for the continental United States,
according to government weather watchers. They predict El Nino
will bring more of the same for March and April.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reported
Monday that the national average temperature in January and February was 37.5 degrees Fahrenheit, compared with the normal
32.1 degrees. The previous record, set in 1990, was 37.0 degrees.
An average 6.01 inches of rain fell, beating the record of 5.7
inches set in 1979. Normally, 4.05 inches fall during the first two
months of the year.

Driver faces 21 felony counts
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The Land Between the Lakes
The resolution calls for more
must serve its traditional mission to significant input from citizens in the
provide educational and recrea- development of policies and opertional opportunities for its nearly ations related to LBL.
two million visitors each year, ac"We would prefer Congress crecording to a resolution sponsored by
a regional advisory committee
ate
GenKentucky
senators
in
the
three
takes into account in its memthat
eral Assembly.
the fact that some citizens
bership
Sens. Bob Jackson, D-Murray,
price when
disproportionate
Bob Leeper, D-Paducah, and Paul paid a
Lakes was
the
Between
Land
the
Herron Jr., D-Henderson, have
sponsored Senate Concurrent Re- formed," Jackson said.
The resolution encourages LBL's
solution 122, urging the U.S. Conrole in research activities,
continued
would
gress to enact legislation that
the
keep the government's promise to and urges a study to investigate
preservation
and
restoration
of
use
manage LBL through the TVA.
"When 900 families were forced as economic development tools.
The senators also call fora study
to sell their land to the government
alternative funding sources,innowith
a
of
in the 1960s, they did so
federal pledge to preserve the land vative and non commercial partnerland
as a recreational, educational and ships, volunteer initiatives and
environmental resource," Jackson trusts.
said. "With the Tennessee Valley
"It's a travesty that popular attracAuthority in a budget crunch, they tions like the Youth Station Educacan't make up their mind whether tion Center and the Silo Overlook
they're willing to fulfill that com- have been closed twang? of TVA's
mitment or not. I think it's very inability to manage money and
important that the government live focus on this great educational reup to the deal they made with the source that we have," Jackson said.
"The only way we can address our
people."

SEATTLE (AP) — In what may be a legal first, a judge has
ruled prosecutors can use DNA evidence from a dog in a murder
trial.
Prosecutors say blood spatters from the pit bull are needed to
place the two defendants at the scene where the dog and its two
owners were killed. The defendants allegedly had the dog's blood
on their jackets.
The trial is set for June 16.
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Jackson sponsors LBL resolution

ASHCAMP, Ky.(AP) — A Pike County man has been charged
with 21 felony counts of first-degree wanton endangerment after
allegedly attempting to run over staff and students at a controversial juvenile treatment center.
The driver, DeWayne Bennett, 30, of Elkhorn City was arrested
at 1:30 p.m. Sunday when he returned to a nearby convenience
store while police were still collecting information at the center,
said Rocky Hall, director of the Kentucky Youth Academy.

Talbott Tavern burns
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) — Investigators have determined that
an electrical malfunction caused Saturday's fire at the 200-year-old
Talbott Tavern in Bardstown.
According to the state fire marshall's office, the fire started
underneath a stairwell at the rear of the tavern's lobby. Carol Czirr,
spokeswoman for the Cabinet for Public Protection and Regulation,
said that old wiring was likely a factor.

Law would regulate semis
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — That big truck bearing down in your
rear view mirror will have to stay out of the third passing lane on
rural interstates under a bill passed in the House.
Rep. Danny Ford, R-Mount Vernon, would prohibit semi tractortrailers from using the third lane starting in January 1999 with fines
of $50 to $150. Until then, the offending truckers would be given
warning citations.
The bill passed 88-5 Monday and now goes to the Senate.

Dresses coming to Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A collection of dresses onLe worn by
the late Princess of Wales is heading to Kentucky.
The "Dresses for Humanity" Exhibit includes 14 dresses worn
by Princess Diana. It is to go on display during a special showing
April 24 at The Lexington Ball. The dresses will preview in the
Governor's Mansion in Frankfort one night before embarking on a
two-year international humanitarian tour.
The tour is expected to raise more than $100 million for Princess
Diana's charities.

T

A television and some hand
tools, with a combined value of
about $650, were taken. An investigation led to Arnold, who reportedly had some of the stolen
items in his home.
Elsewhere, the sheriff's department received a report of a stolen
car from the home of Dorothy
and Lonnie Stone of Dexter.
The black-and-gray 1986 Ford
Escort, valued at about $2,000,
reportedly was taken either late
Friday or early Saturday from
their driveway.

Sen. Bob Leeper, D-Paducah, at left, and Sen. Bob Jackson, D-Murray,
discuss a resolution urging Congress to enact legislation for the
management of the Land Between the Lakes that would promote the area's
traditional mission.
future concerns is with strong, motivated action from concerned citizens throughout the commonwealth
and beyond."
The Land Between the Lakes is a
national recreation and environ-

mental education area that covers
170,000 square acres in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. It is the
second most-visited tourist attraction in Kentucky behind Mammoth
Cave National Park.
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The Law Offices of Ricky A. Lamkin
Ricky A. Lamkin
Steve Vidmer
Sarah Coursey Curd
are pleased to announce the opening of
their new location at
304 North Fourth Street
south of the new Judicial Center
Our offices .will be closed for moving on Friday, March 13 and
will re-open at the new location on Monday, March 16 at 8:00 a.m.
We apologize for any inconvenience associated with our move.
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FROM OUR READERS

Biological station ignored
Dear Editor:
I cannot help but wonder why the highly functional Murray State
University Biological Station on near by Kentucky Lake is always
ignored in the accountability of the buildings and learning areas of
Murray State University, as in a recent article in your newspaper.
Ber-aiise it is off-campus should not exclude its very unique and
distinctive contributions. In fact, it is the only feature of its kind within
any institution of higher learning in the state of Kentucky,large or small.
You are hereby encouraged to go or send someone to see for yourself.
Hunter M. Hancock, retired
1107 Elm Si
Murray, KY 42071

Reader questions project
Dear Editor
In a number of recent articles in the Ledger, there has been significant
publicity regarding the location, construction and the operation of a
YMCA for our community. It would seem that a new and modern facility
would be an asset to the community.
1, however, have questions about the project. In a very limited survey I
asked people at random some questions about the YMCA in Murray. The
survey was of 100 individuals.
In response to the following question: "Does Murray currently have a
YMCA in the community?," 32 percent said "yes," 17 percent said "do
not know," 24 percent said "yes, but location is not known," and 27
percent said "no."
Of those answering "yes," 34 percent use or have used the YMCA and
66 percent did not use and were not likely to use.
To me, there is much folly in the approach taken to put the project
together and to properly present it to our community.Publicity regarding
building a YMCA facility in the city park was negative, to say the least,
and in the end proved fatal.
It divided the community,appeared to be a desperate effort to push the
project without all the facts, and without enough coordination.
Efforts have now switched to locate the YMCA on Murray State
University property. Involved in the marriage is the YMCA,the Murray
Calloway County Hospital and MSU.
My observation is that a marriage of two is tough to succeed and
adding a third party spells problems down the road. On Feb. 21, in a
Ledger article, Dr. Kern Alexander proclaimed "that all parties should be
satisfied, all parts contribute and all parties have a facility that meets
everyone's needs."
Next comes Stuart Poston saying this is a community-based project
and a great marriage.
Next comes YMCA director Dean Ehrenheim indicating that
programs will be designed with MSU in mind and that MSU students,
faculty and staff would receive discounted memberships. Why?
Slow down, stop, and call time out. We have a problem before we
start! Alexander said all parties should have a facility to meet their needs.
Poston said we have a community-based project and a great marriage! It
seems obvious that we have a divorce in the making before the marriage.
I personally favor this project and it would be an asset to our town. We
need a place to get our children off the streets and we also need a place for
senior citizens to help them stay fit.
An artist's rendering of the facility is premature. It stimulates interests
but does not answer key questions. It is kind of like test driving a new car;
it stimulates your interest, but makes one forget all the car payments.
I oppose the project until these questions have been addressed.
Ken Humphreys
1519 Beckett Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Junk, debris a problem
De-ar Editor:
As newcomers to Murray we have pretty much familiarized ourselves
with the area. It's probably safe to say we have traveled every street in
Murray.
Unfortunately, the picture appearing on your front page in Saturday's
edition is all too familiar. The amount of junk and debris scattered
around the cityscape is not only disappointing, but alarming.
Is there not a law regarding proper disposal of appliances and other
such items which pose a danger to the children attracted to such items?
If there is a law, it should be enforced — if there isn't a law, there
should be!
We have also been extremely disappointed with the condition of the
buildings and caboose at the park. With the amount of skilled labor
available in and around Murray, one would think that fixing and
maintaining the cabin, school house and caboose can't be that big a deal!
Al & Jan Busscy
1901 Larkspur Drive
Murray, KY 42071

HOW TO FOLLOW THE ACTION
CONTACTING KENTUCKY'S LEGISLATORS
Toll Free Numbers.
• To check the status of a bill: 1-800-809-0020
•To leave a message for a legislator: 1-800-372-7181
•TTY number for hearing impaired: 1-800-896-0305
▪ To check the schedule of upcoming legislative
meetings: 1-800-633-9650
MI To leave a message for someone attending a
leglative meeting: 1-800-592-4399

A spring break memory for a lifetime
Freshman and sophomore years
of college, my sorority sisters piled
into cars and headed to Florida on
spring break while I went home and
looked for summer jobs.
They drove 24 hours non-stop,
giggling all the way to Fort Lauderdale, where they met guys and got
tans. I filled out applications and
took typing tests.
My parents did not approve of
college girls lolling on beaches in
the Sunshine State when there was
spring cleaning to be done at home.
Besides, when the evening news
featured beer-swilling boys in madras berrnudas busting up bars while
gaggles of sun-streaked girls applauded adoringly, my parents congratulated themselves on sticking to
their strict rules.
"No daughter of mine would be
caught in that crowd," my mother
clucked. My father nodded in assent. It was one of the few things
they agreed on.
Right before spring break my
junior year, events followed their
usual pattern. At school, my apartment was filled with half-packed
suitcases. My roommates' bikinis
and stray sandals were strewn
across beds and on the floor.
Bottles of baby oil and iodine, a
special tanning concoction guaranteed to turn your skin the same color
as A-I Sauce, were brewing in the
bathroom. Four phony i.d.'s were
lined up on the bureau, a shabby
quartet of borrowed drivers licenses

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
that would get 20-year-olds into
Florida bars.
I still was expected at home, but I
didn't feel left out the way I had in
years past. This time, I had a spring
break mission of my own,and I was
determined to come back with
something better than a suntan. I
was going to get my parents' permission to work as a waitress in
Vermont the coming summer.
I already had the job offer. Had
already bought a pair of the requisite
clunky white oxfords. And my best
friend, Kathy, who'd worked at The
Lodge the summer before was already coaching me on the finer
points of carrying trays and removing stray crumbs from the table
between courses.
Kathy was what my parents
called a "nice girl." She went to
church on Sunday and wrote thank
you notes. Her parents didn't allow
her to go to Florida at spring break
either, though they had permitted
her to waitress in Vermont the prior
summer. Her father worked for the
company that owned the resort in

Stowe,so Kathy's mother was reassured that The Lodge provided a
wholesome environment for college
girls. Indeed, if my parents had any
questions, Kathy's mother volunteered to answer them.
With support like that, I mustered
the courage to accept the job and
then broach the subject with my
parents. Waitressing was a touchy
topic.
According to both my mother and
father, nice girls earned money
doing office work in the summer.
They typed and filed. Answered
phones and took dictation. The only
better places to work would have
been the library or a convent.
I went home with the best of
intentions, but every time I intended
to open the discussion about waitressing in Vermont, I lost my nerve.
The days of spring break passed
quickly. The last Friday of the
vacation, my father and I decided to
spend a day in the city together. It
was a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence, and I don't remember how it
came to be.

We took the train to New York,
attended an exhibition of the work
of the Norwegian artist Edvard
Munch at the Guggenheim Museum, and dined at a restaurant on
Central Park West. And we talked. I
mean we actually had a two-way
conversation.
Over lunch that day I finally
blurted to my father that I wanted to
spend the summer working in Vermont with my friend Kathy, instead
of typing in some dreary office in
New Jersey.
"It sounds like fun," he said. "I'll
talk to your mother." I was bowled
over.
Two months later, when Kathy
and I left for Vermont,summer was
spread out before us like a red
carpet. It was everything we'd
hoped and more. We got tans and
met boys. I turned 21 so I didn't have
to rely on a fake id. anymore.
Happy days.
When my father was taken ill in
August, I was in Vermont. I flew
home right away, and he died a few
days later. In so many ways, he was
a stranger to me, except for that one
glorious day in New York.
At this time of year in a college
town, where spring break is the axis
on which so many lives rotate, I
can't help but think about that trip
my father and I took to New York
and the way he gave me permission
to grow up. It was one of life's little
miracles. The memory lasts a lifetime.
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Clinton more than Bill to Gore
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
was a Democratic pep rally at the
Capitol and Vice President Al
Gore was ready to introduce the
guest of honor. Showing uncharacteristic animation, his fist
pumping the air, his voice rising,
Gore leaned forward and fairly
shouted: "The President of the
United States: William (pause)
Jefferson (pause) Clinton."
Whatever happened to just
plain Bill?
It was Bill on all those ballots
when he ran again and again for
governor of Arkansas and then
for president. Bill Clinton. That
is how Americans got to knov‘
him.
So, what is with this formal
William Jefferson stuff?
It is true the president signs legislation with his full name. But
rarely is he introduced by it. Only
Gore does so consistently.
As used by Gore, the full-name
introduction is a rolling, crowd
arousing rhetorical device.
"He knows full well the difference between Bill, one
and the multi-syllabic William
Jefferson Clinton," said Ann
Lewis, White House communica
tions director.
''lie's learned what works and
once you've got something that
v.orks, you repeat it," she said

NEWS ANALYSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
The Senate is no stranger to
personal wealth. Its members include a Rockefeller and a Kennedy and several others with no
need to worry about the prices on
the dinner menu.
But at the witness table sat a
man who's worth more than all
of them combined. Microsoft
chairman Bill Gates, the world's
richest person, appeared before
the Senate Judiciary Committee
to answer questions about how he
does business.
Very successfully, apparently,

given that his worth is estimated
at something more than $40 billion. Consider that this year's
budget for the entire Congress is
about $2.3 billion.
Also at the table was Michael
Dell, chairman of Dell Computer
Co. His worth is estimated to be
more than $5 billion.
The computer moguls at times
seemed unaware or unconcerned
about such niceties as the fact
that at Senate hearings, it is the
senators who ask the questions.
Most of the senators directed

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

their questions at Gates. His business rivals often chimed in with a
more pointed follow-up to a senator's question.
James Barksdale of Netscape
Communications Corp. challenged Gates' reply to a query
from Sen. Richard Durbin, D-III.,
about software industry
competition.
Barksdale fired off follow-up
questions about restrictions in
Microsoft's contracts with Internet businesses, whether it raises
prices on products that have few
competitors and one challenging
the quality of the Internet Explorer program.
Durbin watched the exchange
with amusement for several minutes before declaring, "Reclaiming my time."
A month ago, the Republican
majority in the House went off on
a three-day retreat to discuss the
year's agenda. Upon their return,
the leadership held a news conference and when House GOP
Whip Tom DeLay, R-Texas, was
asked what the mood was, he
replied:
"They were just chomping at
the bit and ready to go work."
All' that chomping must have
worn them out. Two days later,
they took a week off and since
then have done very little during
their three-day work weeks.
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African-AmerIcan students In grades six through eight presented an assembly program for Black History Month at Murray Middle School.

Fonda Grogan's class at East Elementary model hats they made during
the week they studied the letter "H".
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Meagan Wyatt brought a pinata to Toni Bohannon's class at North
Calloway.
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Jacob Darnell, Austin Smith and Rhett Clark help build an "air structure" in the Murray Middle School gymnasium.
Spc. David Keefer (right) with the Kentucky National Guard and Calloway County High School freshman Stephen Burkeen focus on the low
impact course at the National Boy Scout Museum while senior Josh
Miles waits his turn.
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8th grade students at Calloway County Middle School Made presentations about holidays and traditions of other cultures. They were doing
an interdisciplinary study of "America: A Multicultural Nation '
Sean Clemson, an eighth grade member of the Murray Middle School
chess team, teaches primary student Matthew Parker some winning
chess moves.

Karl Moliter (left) and his grandmother, Mrs. Fisk, show the quilt blocks
students made when studying the New England Renaissance. Mrs. Flskpieced the blocks into a quilt.
Southwest student Stacey Cook, Clint Cornelison, Bryan Craig, Brittany
Collins, Tyler Buckingham and Tyler Brockman were the top moneymaking team for Jump Rope for Heart at Southwest Elementary School.
vastZ
Zach Rayburn shows Nick Warner the preliminary design for the brochure on fossil fuels he is creating for his science class.
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American Education Week at East Calloway featured students in Thema
Gibson's class with a week full of activities to enjoy.
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Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Now it's my turn
to say,
"My dad is the
optometrist for
you!"
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Southwest Elementary students in Becky Robertson and Reita Robinson's class work on mixing primary and secondary colors while studying friendship.
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Dr. kohl I. Adams
308 S. 12th Street
Moth son Adams
Motu by Oakwood Studio

759-2500
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Students in the Calloway County Preschool Center attended a Christmas party at Pagliai's Restaurant.
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Teen pageant planned
at center in Somerset
Applications are now being accepted from the State of Kenuicky
for the 16th Annual Miss Kentucky
Teen USA" Pageant.
The Pageant is to be staged at
7:30 p.m., in Somerset at The
Center for Rural Development May
23.
The Miss Kentucky Teen USA" Pageant is an official preliminary to the Miss Teen USA nationally televised pageant, which is
sponsored by Miss Universe, Inc.
The winner will represent the state
of Kentucky at the national finals.
All judging is on the basis of
swimsuit, evening gown, and personal interview.
Applicants must be at least 15

years of age by July land must be
under 19 as of July 1. There is no
talent involved in state or national
level. All girls who are interested
should apply to Miss Kentucky
Teen USA' Pageant, Kentucky
office: 00 Betty Clark,408W. 13th
St., Benton, KY 42025; telephone
(502) 527-1912 or the Nashville
office: c/o Connie Harrison, 1531
Franklin Rd., Brentwood, TN
37027, 615-377-6331.
The new winner will be awarded
a host of prizes including a round
trip flight and a fun-filled experience at the Miss Teen USA Pageant.
The winner of the Miss Kentuck)
Teen USA' Pageant will receive
prizes and cash.

Bible School on Thursday
The Youth of Westside Baptist Church will have a one-day Bible
School for kindergarten through the sixth grade on Thursday, March
12, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Main Street Youth Center, North
Fourth Street, Murray. For more information call 753-8240 and ask
for Jeanetta or Mark.

NE

DEALS

UnderOur Tent

Wiggins
Furniture
641 North • 2 Mlles On 4 Lane

BIG TENT
SALE
4 Days Only!
Opens Wed., March 11 8 a.m.
Closes Sat, March 14
Furniture • Bedding
• Tools & Miscellaneous
Nice Things
Good Things
And Junk!!

The Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, March 12, at 2 p.m. at the club house. The speaker will be Sally
Hopkins, vice president of Peoples First of Calloway County. All
members are urged to attend.

Immanual Lutheran Church will have services on Wednesday during the season of Lent. A soup supper will be served at 6 p.m. Wednesday, March 11. Each one is asked to bring a dish to share. There
is no cost for the meal. The service will begin at 7:15 p.m.

blespoon) each. Roll potato balls
in crushed cereal.
Conventional oven: Preheat
oven to 375 degrees F. Place potato balls on foil-lined baking
sheet sprayed with nonstick cooking spray. Place balls about 1
inch apart (work in batches, if
necessary). Bake 6 minutes to 8
minutes or until golden and beginning to brown. Tots will be
soft but will hold their shape. Remove from baking sheet with
spatula or two serving spoons.
Microwave oven: Heat in
batches. Arrange potato balls in
circles on microwave-safe dish.
Heat 2 minutes to 3 minutes on
high (100 percent power), turning
after each minute, until heated
through. Cool slightly and serve
warm. Makes 28 servings.
Nutrition facts per serving: 26
cal., 1 g fat, 4 mg chol., 2 g
carbo., 31 mg calcium, 29 mg
sodium.
Note: Skim or low-fat milk
may be substituted for whole
milk. Shredded Jarlesberg Lite
may be substituted for shredded
Jarlsberg.

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

BILLS

BILLS
BILLS
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052

$ $
S

The Afterschool Tutoring Program at North Elementary School
will not be held on Wednesday, March 11, according to Emily Apperson, guidance counselor.

Holly Ann Brown,
fiancee of Jeffrey Martin Cross

Brown-Cross wedding
scheduled on April 18
Mr. and Vr. Tommy Brown of Murray announce the engagement
and approa,]ii:ii marriage of their daughter, Holly Ann Brown of Birmingham. Ala.. to Jeffrey Martin Cross, son of Ray and Jennie Bruce
of Mt. Plea.ant, S.C., and Carl Cross of Cincinnati, Ohio.
The bride elect is a 1993 graduate of the University of Kentucky.
She is nov an editor at Menasha Ridge Press, Birmingham, Ala.
The groom -elect i. a 1990 graduate of Birmingham-Southern College. He is now a computer systems administrator at HealthSouth,
Birmingham.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 18, 1998, at 5 p.m. in the East
Ruskin PaN,iliori, Seaside, Fla.

Singles conference will
be at Paducah church

S

practical experience in single
Christian living to his
presentation.
"Singles have unique opportunities and challenges. I try to bring
Biblical perspectives to a single
adult life and to give singles
ideas on how to maximize their
life," Purnell said.

Dick Purnell, nationally known
for his singles ministry work, will
present "Maximizing Your Life,"
a conference and workshop for
single adults March 13 and 14.
The ,onference will be at First
Baptist Church, Paducah.
"I trs to help single adults
think tticough major issues in
their lives and come up with conclusions that will really help
them de clop their lives," Purnell
explains. during an interview at
hi. North Carolina ministry
headquartcrs.
Purnell (lid not marry until the
age of 4 . so he brings sorrn:
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Purnell has a Master's degree
in Counseling from Indiana University and a Master's degree in
Themlogy from Trinity International University.
For more information call
1-502-442-2728.
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Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will conduct a
Lifeguard Class March 19-22 and 26-29. Each class participant will
be required to swim with the following strokes: front crawl; back
craw; breast stroke; and side stroke. If a person is not sure of your
skills, a try-out will be March 15 from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Please take the
try-out before registering. Registration may be made at the Red
Cross office from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday. For information call 753-1421.
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AA meeting local center Thursday
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An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, March 12, at 7
p.m. at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland Shonniniz Center. Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TTD).
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VFW meeting on Thursday
VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday, March 12, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. All members and
interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Faxon Fire District will meet
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, March 12, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Chapel Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Bereavement Support Group to meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Thursday, March 12, at
9:30 a.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For information contact Kathy Culbert R.N. at 762-1485.

SS representative here Thursday
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A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, March 12, from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing
claims and answering questions.

PAAMI will meet Thursday

Th

The Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill is scheduled to
meet Thursday, March 12, at 6:30 p.m. in Pinelake Medical Arts
Building, third floor lounge, Mayfield. All interested persons are invited. For more information call 1-502-247-6935.
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Lodge 592 plans meeting
Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 592 will meet Thursday,
March 12, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. Tom Scruggs, president, urges all members to attend.

Prayer Coffee on Thursday
A Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be
Thursday, Feb. 12, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Pat Wood, 2611 Irvin
Cobb Rd., Murray. This is open to all interested women. For information call 436-2349.

SCV Chapter to meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans,
will meet Thursday, March 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall
of Water Valley United Methodist Church. Lt. Commander Wayne
Tate will be the speaker. All wives of members, interested persons
and prospective members are invited. For information call Commander William E. Wilson at 1-502-355-2880.
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Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood will have its monthly luncheon on
Thursday, March 12, at 11:30 a.m. at Dumplin's.

Singles (SOS) will meet tonight
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at Wcaks Community Center. This will be a "Sink A Sub"
birthday night. Members are asked to bring dessert, chips and dip.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced
or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350.
ANIMMED
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may be reached at
502-753-4444 (office) or
502-435-4633 (home)

Lifeguard class planned

P.E.O. chapter plans event

12th & Sycamore
is pleased to announce that
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Lutheran event Wednesday

Homeowners Only

Stop by and browse through
— you'll find it under the tent!

T

Zeta Department will meet

Quick cooking recipe
released for potato tots
By Associated Press
Cheesy Potato Tots are quick
and easy to make. Serve as a
snack or a side dish. The recipe
calls for just a few ingredients.
The recipe can be prepared in a
conventional or microwave oven.
Cheesy Potato Tots
1 cup dry potato flakes
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon onion powder
1 cup (4 ounces) shredded
Jarlsberg cheese
Salt and pepper, if desired
V2 cup unsweetened cereal
flakes
Mix potato flakes, milk, onion
powder and shredded cheese; let
stand for 5 minutes. Season
lightly with salt and pepper, if
desired.
With heavy pot or rolling pin,
crush cereal between two sheets
of waxed paper.
Form potato mixture into balls
1 2 -ounce (1 rounded taabout /
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Introduces the Pull-Out Shey
'Custom made for existing cabinets
'Everything within reach
"Free in-home estimates
Call for more details

753-1546
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THETA DEPARTMENT

photo

Jim Carter, standing, spoke at a dinner meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. His wife, Debbie, Is pictured right.

Thetas hear Carter

rsIly
kll

Jim Carter, director of University Relations at Murray State
University, was guest speaker at
the annual guest night dinner of
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club held Feb. 16
at Dumplin's.
Carter discussed plans and goals of the new Regional Special
Events Center at Murray State. A
question and answer period
followed.
Sylvia Puckett, vice president,
introduced Carter and his wife,
Debbie.
The annual fund-raising sale of
Stanley products was announced

by Anna Mae Thurman, finance
chairman.
Naomi Rogers, chairman, presided. Dr. Durwood Beatty gave
the invocation.
Dinner was served to 25 persons. In charge of arrangements
were Mary Ann Russell, Betty
Jackson and Maxine Scott.
The department will meet
Monday, March 16, at 2:30 p.m.
at the club House. Margaret Trevathan, retired director of Calloway County Public Library, will
be the speaker. Hostesses will be
Martha Guier, Jo Burkeen and
Martha Enix.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday,
March 6, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Hendershot baby boy, mother,
Tammy Spengler, Murray.
Dismissals
James Wilburn Brame, Kirksey;
Tommy Lee Pierce, Paris, Tenn.; John
Cortez Griggs, Dexter;
Mrs. Arlene Joann Adarrts, Mayfield;
Mrs. Cynthia Fay Johnston, Almo;
Mrs. Beverly Ann Hart, Hazel; Braxton Dale Bullock and Mrs. Zelma M.
Coates, Hardin;
Mrs. Laurine McCuiston, Mrs. Marguerite W. Brooks, Mrs. Pauline Bernice Baum,
Mrs. Gela M. Valentine, Mrs. Madelyn Cole Melton, Mrs. Willie Lee Foster, Shane Lee Paschall,
James A. Broughton, Miss Thapanee Konsue and baby boy, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Wilkerson,
Miss Tiffany C. Brelsford and baby
girl, Mrs. Deborah J. Griffes, Mrs.
Clara K. Rickman,
Mrs. Marie Houston, Mrs. Tommie
Elizabeth Turner, and Max S. Weatherford, all of Murray.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
March 7, have been released as
follows:

Newborn admission
Dixon baby girl, parents, Melinda
and Christopher, Cadiz,
Dismissals
Mrs. Janeen Elizabeth Burkeen,
Dexter; Mrs. Shelia K. Spiceland,
Hazel; Robert Harold Burroughs,
Hardin;
Udell D. Erwin, Mrs. Mayme Leonard, Ms. Joanne Hatcher, Robert
Henry Schrepfer,
Mrs. Pattie M. Moody, Mrs. Veronica
Stacks and baby boy, Jacob Austin
Maness, Ms. Melissa C. Vanhorn,
Mrs. Kelly W. Jackson and baby
boy, Bernard J. Seyer, and Larry Allen
Eblen, all of Murray.
• • • •

Newborn admission
Beane baby boy, mother, Patricia
Lee, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Malita Dawson Oliver, Cadiz;
Mrs. Clara Aileen Cochran, Mayfield;
Joe Wayne Darnell, Daniel A. Manier, Miss Mikki D. Williams, George
Edward Paradise,
Miss Megan N. Morgan, Miss
Tammy L. Spengler and baby boy,
Leonard Dunnaway,
Miss Gillian Grace Hansgen, and
Beane baby boy, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Jean E. Bueter, Murray.
•

•

•

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business -
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Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddinga •Prtorkv •flanquetA •Birthdays •Anrovemanes

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Book Lirnoustne
Services
For Prom.'

ATTEND OUR FREE
SEMINAR ON ROTH IRAS—
IT MIGHT INCREASE YOUR
ii
.........
Betty Boston
Vice Pre4dei
CFP

BOTTOM LINE
The nev, Roth IRA otter- man\ trature-, tor {111 r•
benefit them today a, el I a,
tor that
retirement
+ All earnings grow tax deferred.
+ Qualifying distributions are free from taxation.
+ You have greater flexibility for penalty-tree
withdrawals.

4. You are not required to begin taking distri/
2.
butions at age 701
The Roth 1R.-\ aria ,,ther recent ta‘ law change-.
•hould he ,.ri-idered caTetull% tor “,ur
e•tno'nt planning The change, are ignificant

Burkeen Bookkeeping
6 Tax Service
1300 Hiliwood Drive

Find out more about the new Roth IRA
bu attending our free seminar.

753-9567 ext. 106

Murray, KY 42071
or 753-6730
(Located inside Hill Electric)
Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs!
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Presented by BETT1 BOSTON and TOM EWING
Monday, March 16, 1998
at 7:00 p.m.
Curtis Center
in the Mississippi Room
Please R.S P to Karen at 502 75.3-3.3bbor
Alurra:1
rZiOni 444 i4 and a,k or
On the Court Square • Murray, KN 42071
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• Mobile
Auto
Home
Boat
• Health
Farm
• Business
Home
• Life
Renters
• Annuities
• Nursing Home

All-Around Coverage
All-Around Murray &
Calloway County

46

When you leave the hospital to go home, you
feel better, don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices, and
that's good because it puts you in control.
One of your choices for home health equipment is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of its
network of fully-staffed offices around our area
which ensure prompt, home-town care and

professional quality. No one has more facilities
or more experience in helping you recover at
home.
No matter which hospital you use, or which
doctor you see. you still have a choice for home
health equipment. Holland is one of your
choices.
Your Number One Choice.

MURRAY

PADUCAH

905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502- 753 1465
Toll Free. 1-800.227-4125

1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free 1.800 223 4947

Holland Medical Equipment
Certified Blue
A Member Service
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ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!
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4 inches. The
and measured 191
mother is the former Tracey Kay
Prescott.
Grandparents are Linda and
Donnie Prescott of Murray and
Kenneth Hammonds and the late
Carolyn Hammonds of Princeton.

JO BURKEEINLLedger &

Jayna Burkey, right, was guest soloist at the -Hats Off To Life's Mission" luncheon of Murray Christian Women's Club held Feb. 20 at Seven Seas. Pictured at left is Becky Vinson, music chairman.

+ You can still make contributions after age
701
/
2.

Hammonds baby boy born
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Hammonds
of Ohio are the parents of a son,
Michael Curtis Hammonds, born
on Wednesday, Feb. 11, 1998, at
3:47 p.m. at an Ohio hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds

•
Wednesday, March 11
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a 7, Chuck Hamann's One
Man Band "( p
discussion:11
AA/closi,.d
a m :Amer :an Legion Building
Info/1-800-6J6-6045
Senior Golf League/9 a.m /Miller Me
morial Golf Course
Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church/7 p m
Northside Baptist Church prayer
meeting...7 p rn
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study and Children's Mission
Activities./7 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun/
Fellowship...8 30 a m . Adult
Education/7 p m
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 pm
Westside Baptist Church Fellowship
dinner:6 p m . Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6 . 30 p.m ,
TeamKid/6:45 p m., Youth Alive and
Adult Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
pm
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5 30 p m Prayer and Bible
Study/7 pm
First Christian Church Brown Bag
meal/5-30 p m , Bible Study/6 p m.;
Chancel Choir/7 p m.
Memorial Baptist Church Doe Re Me
Club/6 p.m Prayer meeting, GAs,
RAs. Mission Friends, Youth/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
practice/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p m
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m , Tom Turner
Prayer Group/6 p m.. Lenten Bible
Study/6:30 p.m ; Sr. High UMYF w/Cat
and Wesleyan Circle w/Inez Jones./7
p.m., Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper,
Youth First Place/5:30 p.m., Library
open/6 p.m.; Prime Time, Prayer
meeting, Bible Study/6.30 p.m Sanctuary Choir/7:35 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Klub,
Youth, College/Career, Adult Bible
Studies/7 p.m,
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p m. Info/762-3383.

TODAY

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, March 8, have
been released as follows:

7

PAAH

Burkev is guest soloist

CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 10
Calloway County Extension District
Board/1 p m .Weaks Center
auditorium
Kentucky Lake Chapter 920 Experimental Aircraft Association :7
p m /Kyle -Oakley Airport
Info/489-2414
North Elementary School Site-based
Decision Making Council/6 p m
Murray Lions Club/630 p m :Murray
Woman's Club House.
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7-30 pm ..Masonic
Hat
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex
Health Enhancement Weight Group.
1 30 p.m Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m -4 p m
Singles (SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene
753-2350.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
p m
Singles/7
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter. Kentucky #34
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic Building Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p m /Hardin
Library. Info/753-8966.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p m for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p m .:for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Education
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
MCCH, Info/762-1103 Of 753-5561.
West View Nursing Home Back
Lobby Games/2 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/1-800-606-6045.
Impact Praise and Worship Center
Bible Study/7 p.m. Info/435-4503.
Memorial Baptist Church Eva Wall
Group at Fern Terrace/2 p.m.
First Christian Church CWF III at 7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church Education Work Area/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Aerobics/5:30
p.m.; Louella Beddoe Group w/Janet
Shepard/7 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Wednesday, March 11
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Harris Grove Homemakers Club/10
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus.
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club/noon at Calloway Public Library.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Class/9 a.m. Pinochle Club/12:30 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
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WE SALUTE GIRL

Members of Girl Scout troop 1652 dressed as cookies in the Christmas
parade.

Hopkins helps clean the transitional house in preparation for its
rs. residents
O'd

The Girl Scout Promise
On my honor, I will try:
To serve God and my country,
To help people at all times,
And to live by the Girl Scout Law.
Girl Scout leader Karen Olson has fun with her troop at the Dr. Seuss
meal.
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Scouts, working the bugs out of our future!
Murray & Calloway Co.
Toil Free OutWde
763-6433
(502)
121 N. flypasts Mum

Calloway Co
1400-284-1433

Gould Oil Co.
(conoco)
These Girl Scouts

finest have to start somewhere
— Scouts, Americas future!"

"America's

are learning to canoe at Camp Bear C

Tomorrow's Leaders!

Griffiths broughi
much to Girl Sco

Troop 1231 members Kristina Marshall and Samantha Stanley build a
fire at camp.

753-1222

711 Main

We Proudly Support Our
Local Girl Scouts

Murray Appliance
'Your GE, Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer"
753-1586
212 E. Main St.

Ruthie's University
One Stop
Here To Keep You Running!
Kids,keep SCOUTING for the future!
Five Points • Murra • 753-5782
02
401) Being self-reliant is important in life
4
and one of the things a Scout learns.
We proudly support scouts in all
their endeavors.

l)onald E. Henry
302 Main
INSU.AMCI

Office 753-9935

Home 753-1540

about
our youth.
They are our
future!

We care

Girl Scout senior troop 1484 traveled to Elizabethtown to attend the
Kentuckiana Council annual meeting. (Seated, from left) Alicia Garner,
Jenny Lewis and Tarynn Rotterman. (Standing) Leaders Debbie Jones
and Suzan Rotterman.
Girl Scouts' Special Days
Girl Scouts in the U.S.A. have four special days that arc celebrated all
across the nation. Girls often plan events or hold special ceremonies to
celebrate these days:
Oct. 31 — Juliette Gordon Low's Birthday (also known as
Founder's Day)
Feb. 22 — Thinking Day, the birthday of both Lord Baden-Powell
and Lady Baden-Powell. Girl Scouts and Girl Guides all over the world
celebrate this day in international friendship and world peace.
March 12— The birthday of Girl Scouting in the United States of
America — celebrated on or as close to the day as possible.
April 22— Girl Scout Leader's Day, when girls show their leaders
how much they appreciate them.

Tori Hicks and Crystal Brumley
became best friends through the
Girl Scouts program.

APPLE TREE SCHOOL

$9.99

Any Additional Pizza Only

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.DOMINO'S

"Part of Lynn's job was recruiting leaders," Olson explained. "She approached me about becoming involved when my
daughter's troop didn't have a
leader. From that, we worked
together as leaders and became
close friends
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Any Size
Any Toppings

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Thanks largely to the efforts of
one local resident, the Girl Scout
organization in Murray and Calloway County continues to thrive.
Before losing her battle with
leukemia last year, Lynn Griffiths
was the driving force behind
local troops while serving as service unit manager for the Girl
Scouts.
To honor Griffiths, current Girl
Scout leaders will construct a pavilion behind the local organization's headquarters this summer.
Karen Olson, the current service unit manager, said the monument will be an appropriate tribute to her long-time friend.
"She was a wonderful mentor
and offered great encouragement
to us," said Olson. "She just had
a wonderful way of working with
people. We really miss her a lot."
Olson, who has been involved
,with the Girl Scout organization
for 20 years, began her role as a
leader under Griffiths 10 years
ago.
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Members of a local Girl Scout troop have fun with their leader during
an activity.
ion's many functions.
Local Girl Scouts have fun participating in an activity at one of the organizat

•/-

Scouts provide
opportunities
Girl Scouting is a movement that
gives girls from all segments of
American life a chance to develop
their potential, to make friends, and
become a vital part of their community.
Based on ethical values, Girl
Scouting opens a world of opportunity for girls, working in partnership with adult volunteers.
Girl Scouting's sole purpose is to
meet the special needs of girls.
Membership is open to all girls,ages
5 through 17, who subscribe to the
ideals stated in the Girl Scout
Promise and Law.
Girl Scouts of the USA is the
largest voluntary organization for
girls in the world with more than 3.5
million members. It is part of a
worldwide family of girls and adults
in 118 countries through its membership in the World Association of
Girl Guides and Girl Scouts.
There are 320 Girl Scout councils
nationwide with individual council-membership varying from a few
thousand to over 37,000.
The Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council serves 1,746 troops and
groups made up of girls and leaders
who participate in Girl Scouting
through group activities.

We Proudly Support These
Leaders of Tommorow.

A Murray Girl Scout and a scout from across the country swap
different items with one another.

Thornton Tile
6 Marble

Pride In Scouting!
West Kentucky's Oldest
111:111
.
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Murray, KY 42071
701 Main Street (502)753-5273

ming to canoe at Camp Bear Creek.
Several Girl Scouts are caught marching in a parade.
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According to Olson, Griffiths
made a positive impact on her
and others involved With the Girl
Scouts organization.
"I used to have trouble getting
up in front of a big group of people and talking," she said. "But
Lynn was always there to encourage me. She convinced me that I
could do it, and now I don't have
any problem doing that.
"She has taught all of us to
take on responsibility. There was
never an instance where she
would just hand us a job and
walk off. She was always there to
help us through it," Olson added.
Through the years, the Girl Scouts grew under Griffiths direction to include approximately 25
troops and over 300 members.
"The Girl Scouts have just grown and grown," said Olson.
"Our cabin was just barely being
used when Lynn moved to town.
There were probably about I(X)
scouts then. Now, the cabin sees
about three troops a day. She
(Griffiths) really brought numbers into this program."
Olson and other Girl Scout
leaders will continue to build
uixm what Griffiths created.
"Our camps have grown so
much that we can't do them in
just one weekend," she noted.
"We have to continue Lynn's
work. We can't just stop now.
We've got to keep going."
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VVAL MAH,

809 North 12th Street

Members of a local Girl Scout troop enjoy doing crafts at camp.
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A Girl Scout is graduated to a
leader at Camp Bear Creek.

Kentuckiana Girl
Scout Council
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Vvitz-ell
GIRL SCOUTS'
Celebrating 75
Years,

Troop 1231 members Allison Kipphut, Samantha Stanley, Lora Hopkins
and Kristina Marshall participate in the "5-Logged Walk held at the
Bear Creek Girl Scout Camp.

Responsibility and caring are among the many
important things girls learn in Girl Scouting.
Were proud to offer them our support.

rray

PRI(..ES ALWA

Girl Scouting develops the leaders of
tomorrow. Thanks, Brownies, Daisies, and Girl
Scouts, for making the future much brighter.

File

492-8158

We Support Our Girl Scouts!
Just like you,
Murray Family YMCA

w

builds strong kids,
strong families, strong communities.

The National Scouting Museum

SOUTHERN STATES

Salutes The Girl Scouts

,
Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1423

On the Murray State
University Campus
Open March-Nov. 30
762-3383
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MSU ranked 25th; Mayes honored
AP TOP 25
The tap 25 teams in The Assoaated Press men's
basked:el po1. with first-place volts in parentheses
recoils through March S. total points bowed on 25
poen% for a first-place vote through one point lor a
251h-plaoa vote. and previous raNung
Pia five
Record
30-3 1,734 4
1 North Carols. (55)
3
1.652
34-3
2 Kansas (13)
29-3 1,601
3 Duke
27-4 1.580 2
4 Arizona (2)
29-4 1.439
5 Kentucky
29-4 1.429 6
6 Connecticut
25-3 1,216 5
7 Utah
26-1 1.194 8
Princeton
26-5 1.129 14
9 Cincinnati
26-4 1.114 11
10 Stanford
26-7 1,005 9
11. Purdue
961 17
24-8
12 9/4chigan
880 10
22-6
13 Mississ
859 15
23-7
14 South Carolina
784 13
27-5
15. Texas Chnsian
717 12
20-7
16 Michigan St
487 16
23-8
17 Arkansas
20
474
23-7
18 New lAssico
464 19
22-8
19 UCLA
2/
19-10
417
20 Maryland
377 22
24-8
21 Syracuse
18
366
22-9
22 Ilinow
275 —
22-7
23 Xavier
24
124
21-8
24. Temple
71 —
29-3
25. MURRAY ST.
Others receiving votes Clemson 60 West Vinginta
58, Oklahoma St 46, St (iolln's 45, Massachusetts
37. George Washington 32. UNLV 30, Rhode Island
24, Hawaii 16. N C Charlotte 15. Illinois St. 10, Tennessee 10 Oklahoma 5. Indiana 4 Ions 3. E Lechgan 2. N Anions 2. Utah St 2

Even more national recognition
came Murray State's way today
when senior guard De'Teri
Mayes received honorable mention All-America honors.
Mayes, a 6-3 sharpshooter, was
the OVC player of the year. He
led the conference in scoring at
21.7 points per game and was
scond in 3-point field goal percentage (43.3 percent) during the
regular season.

"I'm really excited for him; he
deserves those kinds of awards,"
Gottfried said of Mayes. "Chad
Townsend deserves awards like
that too. They're a great tandem,
and if there are any kind of postseason awards for either of them,
they deserve them."
Murray State will practice at
11 a.m. Wednesday and will
leave from Racer Arena Thursday
morning at 9:30. The Racers will
travel from Paducah via chartered
plane to Oklahoma City Thursday, with a press conference
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. and an
open practice at 7.
The Midwest Regional pairing
was a surprise for Gottfried, who
will be going against his old
boss, Jim Harrick. Gottfried
coached under Harrick at UCLA
from 1988 to 1995, when the
Brains won the national title.
Gottfried, who left UCLA after
the 1995 season to coach the
Racers, has a 68-23 record at
MSU.
This is Murray's third NCAA
appearance in the past four years,
and the Racers have a habit of
scaring good teams. Last year,
they battled Duke down to the
wire before falling 71-68. In
1995, they lost to North Carolina

IN See Page 11
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Racers meet Rhode Island Friday
night at 6:50 in Oklahoma City
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Mark Gottfried had several goals in mind when he took the
Murray State coaching job in
1995.
He met another Monday.
Murray State completed its
climb toward the Associated
Press top 25 poll, coming in 25th
this week.
"It's a really exciting thing,"
Gottfried said from his office
Tuesday morning. "We set a goal
when we came here to try to get
Murray State into the top 25, and
we've made it now."
The 29-3 Racers meet Rhode
Island (22-8) in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament Friday at
6:50 p.m. Central Time in Oklahoma City. Murray State is
seeded ninth in the Midwest Regional — its highest seed ever —
and enters the tournament with a
12-game winning streak.
The ranking is MSU's first
since 1971, when it was rated
17th. MSU hadn't been ranked
for 18 years before that.
"(The ranking) is something
for our players and coaches to be
proud of," Gottfried said. "It will
help (the Ohio Valley Conference) and our program for recruiting. It's a win-win situation
all around."
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Ledger & Times file photo

Murray State guard De'Teri Mayes received honorable mention All-America recognition today. Murray State,
ranked 25th in the nation, takes on Rhode Island Friday night at 6:50 Central Time in the NCAA Tournament
in Oklahoma City.
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Oklahoma City thrilled with pairings
By OWEN CANFIELD
AP Sports Writer
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Stanley Draper Jr. started smiling as soon as the NCAA basketball bracket for Oklahoma
City unfolded on TV, and he
was still grinning Monday
morning.
"1 haven't been so happy
since the hogs ate my little
brother," he said.
Draper is executive director
of the Oklahoma City All
Sports Association, which along
with the University of Oklahoma is playing host to the first
round of the Midwest Regional.
The tournament's selection
committee made Kansas the No.
1 seed in the region, which was
expected. Then it sent the Jayhawks not to Chicago — the

Kansas a big draw
other Midwest first-round site
— but to Oklahoma City, where
local fans are well aware of
them thanks to their ties to the
Big 12 Conference.
Kansas' first-round opponent
is Prairie View, which has virtually no shot of winning but
provides the tournament with a
great story. The Panthers
needed a 20-point rally to win
its conference tournament and
thus gain the automatic NCAA
hid. Last year, Prairie View
failed to win a conference
game. Its football team hasn't
won a game of any kind since
1989.
The tournament committee

sent to Oklahoma City three
coaches with local ties — Steve
Robinson of Florida State, Rob
Evans of Mississippi and, last
but not least, Billy Tubbs of
Texas Christian.
Robinson spent two years at
Tulsa, where he led the Golden
Hurricane to an All College
Tournament title at the Myriad.
Evans used to be an assistant
coach at Oklahoma State.
The All Sports Association
has been trying to get Florida
State to play in the All College
Tournament. The same is true
of another team in the field,
Murray State.
And then there's Tubbs, who

spent just about every Christmas season playing in the All
College Tournament during his
14 years as coach of the Oklahoma Sooners. He'll bring to
the Myriad the same kind of
team he had at OU — one that
loves to run and, if possible,
run it up.
"I've had some calls already
this morning from people wanting tickets to that TCU game,"
Draper said. "Of course we sell
tickets by session and not by individual games. And we're sold
out. We were the first venue
that sold out."
TCU has the potential to go a
long way in the tournament,
which would be no surprise given Oklahoma City's history. In
1977 and 1994, the two times
regionals have been held here,

the eventual national champion
started its run at the Myriad.
• Oklahoma City received high
marks from the NCAA for the
way the tournament was run in
1994. Draper expects the same
thing to happen this year, even
with ongoing renovations at the
Myriad.
The construction means only
about half the parking lot below
the Myriad will be available.
But letters have been mailed to
all ticket holders, explaining
where to park and how to take
advantage of a shuttle service.
The media will be housed at a
hotel right across the street
from the Myriad, so they won't
have to mess with traffic.
"There is nothing really that
is going to affect the tournament," Draper said.

Locals on
girls' AllPurchase
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three local players have been
named to the 1997-98 girls' AllPurchase basketball team.
Murray's Jeanne Maddox and
Becky Greene were included on
the 10-member squad, as was
Calloway County's Kiki Cunningham. Maddox is a senior
while Greene is a junior and Cunningham is a sophomore.
Marshall County's Leah
Lineberry, a sophomore, was
named player of the year while
Fulton County's Joel Dreher was
named coach of the year.
Receiving honorable mention
were Calloway's Brooke Lencki
and Jessica Norsworthy and Murray's Lindsay Lawson.
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Depleted Rockets
scare Jazz before
coming up short
fight near the end of Houston's
The Associated Press
win at Phoenix on Saturday.
No Hakeem Olajuwon, Kevin
Johnson, 38, hit nine straight
No
Willis and Mario Elie?
shots
in one stretch.
chance.
"Eddie
was just feeling it toWell, maybe a little chance.
night,"
said
Charles Barkley,
minus
Rockets,
Houston
The
and 11 repoints
who
had
10
those three players who were
a good
was
it
"I'd
say
bounds.
serving suspensions, should have
get
been blown out at Utah. Instead, game, but we just couldn't
over
the
hump."
they extended the Jazz to the
Malone led the Jazz with 29
limit Monday night, forcing Utah
points, a season-high 21 rebounds
to come from behind in the fourth
and six assists. Utah swept the
quarter to win for the first time
season series from its division riall season.
vals, but is only 1-13 in games it
"We went out on the road and
trails
after three quarters.
played five games last week, and
"I
knew
Fast Eddie was fast,
play,
to
toughest
game
the
is
this
but
1
seen that before,"
haven't
the first one back home," Karl
were fortunate
Malone
said.
"We
its
Malone said after the Jazz got
seventh straight victory, 100-93. to pull it together in the fourth
quarter and get the win."
"You come back home, you reBryon Russell held Johnson to
zone,
comfort
lax, you get into a
just two points in the final perand you can get beat."
iod. Until then, it was all Eddie.
Eddie Johnson had a season'It was just one of those
the
in
first
25
points,
37
high
half, for the undermanned Rockets. Olajuwon, Willis and Elie
were suspended for their part in a • See Page 11

Graves, Hickman in
region final tonight

File photo

Karl Malone scored 29 points, grabbed 21 rebounds and had six assists
Monday as Utah held off a determined Houston squad that played without suspended players Hakeem Olajuwon, Kevin Willis and Mario Elie.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Graves County will meet Hickman County in tonight's First Region boys' basketball champion-ship at 7 in Racer Arena.
Graves (26-5), the defending
regional champ, earned its way
into the final with a 59-51 win
over Paducah Tilghman Monday
while Hickman County (21-9)
downed Marshall County 76-70.
The winner of tonight's final
advances to next week's Sweet
16 state tournament at Rupp
Arena in Lexington.
Graves never trailed against
Tilghman, though the game was
tight the entire way. The Eagles
led 15-9 after one quarter, 24-17
at halftime and 40-37 at the end
of three periods. Graves then outscored the Blue Tornado 9-2 in
the last 1:40 of the game to pull
out the win.
Jamie Norsworthy led Graves.
with 21 points while Wes Miller
added 16 and josh Manning 11.
The Eagles were 20 of 35 from
the field and 17 of 19 at the free
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throw line.
Terry Shumper and George
Wilson each had 13 points to lead
Tilghman, which ended the season at 28-4 and was the only First
Region team to beat Graves this
season. The Tornado hit on 20 of
33 attempts from the field and
7-of-12 at the free throw line.
Hickman County 76
Marshall County 70
Hickman County scored 58
points in the second half to eliminate Marshall County and 'move
on to the finals.
The Falcons trailed 11-10 after
one quarter, 27-18 at halftime
and 41-40 after three, but tallied
36 points in the fourth quarter
alone for the win.
Anthony Beard topped Hickman with 24 points while Clint
Larkins added 23 and Ben Rushing 14. The Falcons were 33 of
45 at the free throw line.
Josh Culp scored 25 points to
lead Marshall, which ended the
season at 14-13.
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BRIEFS

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Tickets won't be cheap, but diehard Kentucky fans wanting to
follow the Wildcats to the first
rounds of the NCAA tournament
at least will find themselves in
familiar territory.
The Cats meet South Carolina
State on Friday at the Georgia
Dome in Atlanta — site of the
Kentucky's victory in the Southeastern Conference Tournament.
If the Cats win Friday, they
play Sunday against the winner
of the Massachusetts-St. Louis

Waller earns first win at UTM
Sean Waller, a former Calloway standout and Shawnee Community Col
lege All-Amencan, picked up his first Ohio Valley Conference and Division I
win as a pitcher for the University of Tennessee Martin Sunday
Waller entered the game in the top of the ninth inning with the Skyhawks
and Eastern Illinois in a 13-13 tie
With runners on first and third base and one out in the inning Waller struck
out the first batter he faced, and then got another Panther batter to tlyout to
centerheld to end the inning
UTM earned the win in the bottom halt of the inning on a bases loaded
single
Waller also served as the Skyhawks designated hitter Sunday going
2-for-4 with a home run and two RBIs

Women's golf wins MSU Invitational
The Murray State women's golf team won the three-team MSU Invitational
on Sunday at the Boots Randolph Golf Course at Lake Barkley State Resort
Park in Cadiz, outshooting Belmont and Tennessee Tech
Murray State finished the 18-hole tri-meet with a score of 325. Tennessee
Tech had a score of 331 and Belmont finished with a 380.
The Racers had consistent play from their four scoring players Sophomore
Jenny Daag led MSU with a score of 80. Senior Mikki Mcleary shot an 81
and senior Brandi Stevenson and sophomore Jessica Widman each scored
an 82.
Sophomore Tricia Brooks shot an 86 and freshman Tina Marshall shot an
89 for MSU.
Tennessee Tech sopohomore Ashley Beal took the individual meet champ
ionship, firing a seven-under-par 79.
Murray State will take part in the Lady McDonald Classic on March 12-13 in
Jackson, Miss.

game.

But fans may find it difficult to

TOWER LAKES, Ill. (AP) —
Exactly one year after his arrest
on speeding and weapons
charges, Chicago Bears defensive
end Alonzo Spellman again came
to the attention of police.
This time, it was a lot of police
and a lot of attention as Spellman, apparently upset over the
Bears' attempts to trade him,
drew a police tactical unit to the
home of his publicist, Nancy
Mitchell, on Monday. Authorities
said the sequence of events
started after Spellman threw a
temper tantrum.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NCAA TOURNAMENT
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EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 12
At Pm Hartford Civic Center
Hartford, Geom.
North Caroina (30-3) vs. Navy (19-10), 11 20
am
North Carolna Charlotte (19-10) vs. IllnoisChicago (22-5), 30 minutes after previous game
Princeton (26-1) vs. UNLV (20-12). 6.40 p.m.
Michigan State (20-7) vs. Eastern Michigan
(20-9), 50 minutes after previous game
At The MCI Center
Washington
Xavier (22-7) vs. Washington (149). 1125 a.m.
South Caroina (23-7) vs. Fichmond (22.7). 30
minutes alter previous game
Indiana (19-11) vs. Oklahoma (22-10). 6:40 p m.
Connecticut (29-4) vs. Farkligh Dickinson (23-6),
30 rrinutes after previous game
Second Round
Saturday, March 14
At The Hartford Civic Center
Hartford, Conn.
North Carolina-Navy winner vs N.0
Charionellinois-Chicago winner, 1110 am
Michigan State-Eastern Michigan winner vs Princeton vs. UNLV winner. 30 minutes after previous
Oen*
At The MCI Center
Washington
South Caroilna-Richmond winner vs. XavierWashington winner, 338 p.m.
Connecticul-Fairleigh Dickinson winner vs.
Inclana-Oldahorna winner, 30 rrinutee after previous game
At Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, N.C.
Regional Sernifinele
Thursday, March 10
Carolina-Navy—NC.
North
Charlotte-Illinois-Chicago winner vs. Michigan
Slate-Eastern Michigan—Princebn-UNIN winner
Connecticut-Fairleigh Dickinson—IndianaOklahoma winner vs. South Carolna-Richmond—
Xavier-Washington winner
Regional Championship
Saturday, March 21
Sentinel winners
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 13
At Rupp Arena
Lexington, Ky.
Syracuse (24-8) vs. lona (27-5), 11:25 a.m.
New Milk()(23-7) vs. Butler (22-10). 30 minutes
after previous parrs
Oklahoma State (21-6) vs George Washington
(24-8), 6.40 p.rn.
Duke (29-3) vs. Radford (20-9), 30 minutes after
previous game
At The Georgia Dame
Atlanta
Kentucky (29-4) vs. South Carolina State (22-7).
1115 am.
Massachusetts (21-10) vs Sant Louis (21-10),
30 minutes after previous game
Michigan (24-8) vs. Davidson (20-9), 6:40 p.m.
UCLA (22-8) vs. Miami (18-9), 30 minutes after
previous game
Second Round
Sunday, Match 15
At Rupp Arena
Lexington, Ky.
Duke-Radford winner vs. Oklahoma
State-George Washington winner, 11:10 a.m.
New Mexico-Butler sinner vs. Syracuse-Iona
winner, 30 minutes after previous game
At The Georgia Dome
Atlanta
Kentucky-South Carolina State winner vs
1:30 p.m.
Massachusetts-Saint Louis at
Michigan-Davidson winner vs. UCLA-Shard wingame
previous
ner, 30 Minutes after
At Tropicana Field
St. Petersburg, Fla
Regional Semifinal*
Friday, March 30
()Witt-Radford—Oklahoma State-George
Washington winner vs. New Meaco-flutler—
Syracuse-Ions winner
Kentucky-South Carolina State-1AassachuseltsSaint Louis winner vs. Michigan-Davidson—UCLAMiami winner
R49101411 Championship
Sunday, March 22
Semifinal %antlers
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 13
At The Myriad
Oklahoma City

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE
HEADQUARTERS
Hundreds of sizes available.
All remanufactured to new
condition.

3 Year/50,000
Mile Warranty
Complete

Long Blocks

As low as $859
Financing available as low
as $29 per month.

& 1‘ Auto Parts
12111
7.5.4-45h3

Nf

Mississippi (22-6) vs. Valparaiso 121-9), 11:30
a.m.
Texas Christian (27-5) vs. Florida State (17-13),
30 minutes after 'mirky& game
RHOOE ISLAND (22-11) VS. MURRAY STATE
(29-3), 5:50 P.M..
Kansas (343) vs. Prairie View (13-16), 30 rrimutes alter previous game
At The United Center
Chicago
Clemson (18-13) vs Western Michigan (20-7),
11.30 a.m.
Stanford (26-4) vs College of Charleston (24-5),
30 minutes after previous game
Purdue (26-7) vs. Delaware (20-9), 6:55 p.m.
St. John's (22-9i vs. Detroit (24-5), 30 minutes
after previous game
Second Round
Sunday, March 15
At 11,. Myriad
OkWhorne City
Mississippi -Valparaiso winner vs. Texas
Chnstan-Flonda State winner, 1:20 p.m.
Kansas-Praine Vow winner vs. Rhode IslandMurray State winner. 30 minutes after previous
game
At The United Center
Chicago
Stanford-College of Charleston winner vs
Ciernson-Western Michigan winner, 1.15 pm
Purdue-Delaware winner vs. St. John's-Detroit
winner. 30 minutes after previous game
At The Kiel Center
St. Louis
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 20
Kansas-Praine Mew—Rhode Island-Murray Slate
*Inner vs. Misossipiti-Valparaiso—Texas Christian Ronda State winner
Purdue-Delaware—St John's-Detroit Winner vs
Stanford-College of Chariesion—Clemson-Western
Mchigan winner
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 22
Semifinal winners
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 12
At Arco Arena
Sacramento, Calif.
Maryland (19-10) vs. Utah State (25-7), 1:42 p.m.
Illinois (22-9) vs South Alabama (21-6). 30 rnnines after previous game
Tennessee (20-8) vs. Ignore State (24-5), 6:50
pm.
Arizona (274) vs Nicholls State (19-9), 30 minutes after previous game
Al BSU Pavilion
Boise, Idaho
Tempi. (21-8) vs. West Virginia (22-8), 1140
a.m.
Cincinnati (26-5) vs. Nonhom Arizona (21-7), 30
Minutia after previous game
Utah (25-3) vs. San Francisco (19-10), 655 p.rn.
Arkansas (23-8) vs. Nebraska (20-11), 30 minutes after previous game
Second Round
Saturday, March 14
At Arco Arena
Sacramento, Calif.
Maryland-Utah State winner vs. Illinois-South
Alabama winner. 3130 p.m.
Arizona-Nicholls State winner vs. Tennessee
Illinois State winner, 30 rniniAse after previous
game
At BSU Pavilion

get good seats. One place they
don't want to call is the University of Kentucky Ticket Office,
said Janis Aubrey, staff assistant
at the office. "They need to call
wherever it is that the Wildcats
will go."
Ms. Aubrey said the university
will receive about 3(X) tickets,
which she suspected won't be
sold publicly.
Those who prefer to fly can
expect to pay about $350 each
way, said Diane Layson, travel
agency manager at AAA Travel
Agency. Without advance purchase time of 7 to 21 days, people

will be paying lull rates, she said
Fans also have an option tu
buy one of three package deals
offered by Commonwealth
Travel:
A package of round-trip airtickets, lower-level seats and
a two-person room at the Atlanta
Westin Peachtree hotel costs
S690 per person. The flight
leaves Lexington on Friday and
returns Monday.

line

--A motor coach package leaving Lexington or Louisville on
Friday and returning Sunday...
costs $490 per person.
—Tickets and hotel room only,

tmsty 5587 for two people.
All Commonwealth Travel
packages are non-refundable.
For those who want to see bacloser to home, Lexinghost to the first- and
second-round games in the other
half of the South Region.

sketball
ton is

Upper-arena seats at Rupp
Arena are available for $90 each,
Ms. Aubrey said.
Visiting fans will pay prime
rat.c.slor hotel rooms in Lexington. At the Hyatt Regency Lexington, for example, rooms are
available for S229 a night — with
a three-night minimum.

Spellman draws attention of police again
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ficers couldn't persuade Spellman
to come out, they called in the
sheriff's police, which surrounded the home north of Barrington. Throughout the day, a
police negotiator and Bears officials pleaded with Spellman to
come out.
Former Bears linebacking great
Mike Singletary finally talked
Spellman into surrendering in the
late afternoon, and he was taken
to a local hospital for the test,
Braze said.

"We are happy to bring this to
a conclusion," he said.
Lake County undersheriff Gary

Spellman refused to leave
Mitchell's Tower Lakes home,
where he went to meet with a
physician for a steroids test, police said.

Stryker said Spellman, 26, became angry when the doctor
didn't arrive for the steroids test.
Spellman kicked a chair and
threw a cup, Stryker said.

No hostages or weapons were
involved, and no one was injured,
Lake County Sheriffs Lt. Thomas Braze said.
When Tower Lakes police of-

Bears vice president of operations Ted Phillips said it was an
NFL-scheduled test in which the
team had no knowledge. He also
said Spellman did not refuse to

take the test.
The team would not give any
other information.
"It is our understanding from
the authorities that the situation is
under control," Phillips said
Monday. "The Bears' respect for
Alonzo's confidentiality allows
no further comment."
Until last fall, when he fought
with management over a shoulder
injury, Spellman was known as
an easygoing player off the field

and dependable, if not outstanding, on the field. Despite a superb
body and a four-year, $12 million
contract he signed two years ago,
the 6-foot-4, 290-pounder was
considered an underachiever as
the team's hief pass rusher.
In March last year, Spellman
was arrested on a Chicago-area
tollway and spent a night in jail
on speeding and weapons
charges. The weapons charge was
dismissed when a judge ruled that

troopers who found a handgun illegally searched Spellman's car.
The lineman has threatened to
retire from football rather than be
traded to another NFL team.
Last season, Spellman's shoulder injury caused him to miss
five games and be suspended for
four more after refusing to
undergo surgery.
Last month, he won a $335,295
judgment in back pay from the
team after an arbitrator ruled the
team unfairly suspended him
without pay.
Spellman was a first-round
draft-pick as a 20-year-old junior
out of Ohio State in 1992. He
backed up Richard Dent in his
first two seasons, then played in
every game until his problems in
1997.
Mitchell said she did not want
to file a criminal complaint over
Monday's incident, and Braze
said police do not plan to file
charges.

Rules changes could occur in NASCAR event
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
HAMPTON, Ga. (AP) —
Don't be surprised If more rule
changes come to NASCAR's

across the finish line at Atlanta
Motor Speedway behind Labonte's Grand Prix, again drawing the wrath of the General Motors teams and shrugs from the
Ford teams.

Winston Cup series, and soon.
Bobby Labonte's victory in a
As planned, NASCAR imPontiac on Monday in the rain- pounded five cars following the
postponed Primestar 500 proved race to take to a wind tunnel test
once more that a car other than a. this week at Lockheed Aviation
Ford can win this season.
in nearby Marietta, Ga. The sancBut eight Tauruses paraded tioning body is hoping the num-

bers they get from the tests will
help even things out.
Labonte's Grand Prix was an
automatic choice, joining the
Ford Tauruses of race runner-up
Dale Jarrett and Winston Cup
points leader Rust) Wallace, as
well as the Chevrolet Monte Carlos of teammates Terry Labonte
and Jeff Gordon.
NASCAR has been trying for
the last several years to keep its

competing makes as equal as possible in competition by adjusting
the size and shape of aerodynamic devices like the rear spoilers and front air dams on the
cars.
Prior to the second race of this
season, at Rockingham, the sanctioning body mandated 5-inch
spoilers and air dam clearances
for the new Tauruses — replacing the discontinued Thunderbirds — and Monte Carlos.

•Rockets...
FROM PAGE 10
nights," Johnson said. "Tonight
was the night to let it flow, and it

did."
It also flowed for the Phoenix
Suns, who were without their top

two scorers, Antonio McDyess
and Rex Chapman, McDyess because of that fight with the Rock'ets. The Suns simply shrugged
and routed the Los Angeles Clip-

pers 134-105.
Nine of 10 players who suited
up scored in double figures
against the NBA's worst defense.
In other games, it was Golden
State 93, Sacramento 88, and Orlando 88, Philadelphia 78. The
Kings' loss clinched a playoff
spot for Western Conference
leader Seattle.
Suns 134, Clippers 105

•Racers...

Boise, Idaho
Cinannat-Northern Arizona winner vs. Tempo,
West Virginia winner. 1 .20 p.m
Utah-San Francisco winner vs ArkansasNebraska winner. 30 minutes after previous game
At Arrowhead Pond
Anaheim, Calif.
Regional Semifinals
Thursday, March 19
Arizona-Nichols State—Tanneasee-Ilinois State
winner vs. Maryland-Utah State—IlIncis-South Alabama winner
Cincinnati-Northern Arizona—TerrploWeet Virginia winner vs. Utah-San Francisco—Arkansas
Nebraska winner
Regional Cham pionship
Saturday, March 21
Semifinal winners

FROM PAGE 10
by 10 points.
The odds may be more in Murray's favor this time.
"You're not really giving up
much on seeding," Gottfried
said. "The only bad thing is the
winner has to play No. 1."
Kansas is the Midwest's top
seed, and the Jayhawks should
beat Prairie View, considering a
No. 1 seed has never lost to a No.

THE FINAL FOUR
At The Alartioderne
San Antonio
National Semifinals
Saturday, March 21
First game starts at 4:42 p.m.
East champion vs West champion
South champon vs Midwest charncion
National Championship
Monday, March 30
Semifinal *Omni 817 pro

16. A Kansas win would match it
against the Murray State-Rhode
Island winner Sunday at approximately 4 p.m. Central Time.

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner. DWAIN WARREN

George McCloud had 18 of his
season-high 21 points in the second quarter. Kevin Johnson
scored 19 points, and Jason Kidd
had 12 points and 13 assists as
host Phoenix matched last season's victory total (40) with 21
games remaining.
"When you're not getting a lot
of minutes, you want to come out
and get off to a quick start, and
that's what I did tonight," said
McCloud.
Eric

Piatkowski scored

23

points in 25 minutes for the Clippers, missing just one 3-pointer
and making eight of 11 shots
overall. He set a team mark with
seven 3-pointers.
"I just let a couple go," he
said. "They were deep, and they
probably weren't the best shots,
but they went down. I was in a
little bit of a zone. It felt good,
but when you're down 20, it
doesn't feel so good."

Warriors 93, Kings 88
Dampier scored 22
points and Donyell Marshall 21,
and Golden State scored the
game's final seven points to win
at Sacramento.
Corliss Williamson paced the
Erick

Kings with 27 points and 11 rebounds. Both Billy Owens and
Mitch Richmond had 22 points.

Magic 88, 76ers 78

son had 22 points, eight rebounds
and seven assists, but was
8-for-22 from the field.
"Nick's been such a thrust for
us on offense," coach Chuck
Daly said. "It's no coincidence
that we win when he plays well."
Horace Grant had 18 points
and 11 rebounds for Orlando. Allen Iverson had 19 points and Joe
Smith had 16 points and 12 rebounds for the Sixers.
s

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

513
Orlando hit only 37 percent of
•
its shots, but that was enough to
win at Philadelphia. Nick Ander-

S. 12th St.=

753-4461

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
Now Installing and Servicing Pools!

MELBER. KY. • (502) 674-5530

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Eluilt All Outlay Matetials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I Self supporting 2s6
trusted tatters 2 II
0C
plewood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
St Overhead steel
door
N Steel snvoce docr
O 211 fascia
dlunfirmin covered
P 200 hi- (deli
4i1 raised cud)

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced with
wee mesh
B 12 fooling
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolls
in concrete
E Treated
bultom plates
F .1 studs It OC
Dimities
G 7
unders(ding
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding

o

We otter you. FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
Deluxe Modols

Hardbo1ird Ilding
1 , CAR (121(20)
2 CAR (IWO)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2',CAR (2424)
LARGE 2' . CAR (241(30)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

33.525
$4,325
$4,625
$4.825
$5,425

11M11103=r11111111111
44.025

1' CAR (12x20)
2 CAP 08001
LARGE 2 CAR 122x:2)
2' ;- CAR (2404)
LARGE 2, CAR (241130)

S4.725
55.125
55,125
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

One-Piece Fiberglass' Pools
*Lifetime warranty against structural failure.
*Manufactured in the Middle Tennessee area.
*Large beautiful walk-in entry steps for easy access and
generous in-pool seating.
*Long life & low maintenance insure long range savings cost.

Call 753-5341 Today!

• /1

CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Displ

Ads
d u rrin Irhti 40't lIe..euni 2nd Run

UPI
DIsa,

1 rd

Run

OFFICE HOURS 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

n.•

..n

N..

i,

Reado- ‘ti,
as. • c.r..s,

.•

S.

S. 1.

r..••-

= Just Say "Charge It"
Help
Wanted

Notice

Notice

VCR
Microwave
Repair

1998 51E1)1CARI:
INF()RNIATI

LOST Large gold -Legion
Of Leaders- ring Large
stone in the middle with
small stones around it
Sentimental value $50 Reward for return of ring.
753 3395 Audie Mae Nix

Mcdicare suppl, merit
insurance Li no*
standariacci in 10
plan• and v... anat.
all 1...

All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713

rh, pnrt A

A! ERATIONS, Ruth s
& Sew 753 6981

)to...

or SI: lir

mustpa
has hr n incrt.avi d
tr S.764 in 199

E,SEBALL SOFTBALL
Si-ON UPS- March 7th
2pm March 21st
KIRKSEY
1 2pm
Into
L PARK
4959

AVON $$ exctng career
opportunity , Join the st1
cosmetics team Toll tree
1-888 669 6620 ind sis
rep

For mi., information
call

NleCL/NNE11,
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199

E.;.IILE Message 759 5177

Ii

;;LORAD ao natural liquid
-tom n Lose weight while
- .-J sleep and or become a
)
d rtribut0r 1 Call Ella Hinkle
502 328 8388

,.itmulIaldt'

1-800-455-4199
:1`.,'J• year

•

E Pregnancy Tests
!,'Iiouse 753 0700
-USE of Clothes Open
Sat. 9105 Sun 1 to 5
consignmer: clothing
00' Buys miens wo
c•is childrens leans
sve•aters sweat shirts.
--esses Oft Kirksey Hwy
1 on 464 5 miles Call
r7r2, 2243 or 753 6981

CASH .cans $.5/-.7 $5 000
consoli
Mortgages &
dat.ori Bad credit ok
1 800 257-5854 ext 823

Roommate
Wanted

SPECIAL LP Gas Refilis
cy! $495 100lb cyi ROOMMA T E Wanted
Very low utility $225 a
95 100lb tanks $40 00
Call
month
w ad B&B Brokers
4389
S 12th St 753 4389 '502759

CALOEAD®"
(New Local Office)

Would you like to lose
weight while you
sleep?
Can or corns by for details

(502) 753-9911
'of

9307 State Route 94 East

EMERGENCY
LIQUIDATICIN
QVe

BARMAIDS DANCERS
wanted, Tired of the rest'?
Now try the best club to
work for Goidtingers
Newest Club
Paris
901 642 0912 $500
weekly
BARMAIDS. WAITRES
SES dancers needed full
time part hme World
Class Platnum Club Pu
ryear. TN 7,000 sq ft, 3
stages Great Pay Call
1 901 247 3965
CABLE TV Technician
Mediacom is seeking an
honest and highly motivated individual to serve as
Installer, Technician in the
Marshall . Callaway- County
area Technician will be required to install coax cable.
trouble shoot complete assigned paperwork, vehicle
and tool maintenance
Must have physical ability
for heavy lifting, pole climb
mg and working at heights
and have good driving record Must have good writing and reading skills, good
organizational skills with
ability to follow directions
High School diploma or
equivalent Electrical and
mechanical apitude required. Good starting pay.
excellent benefit package
all tools furnished, opportunity for advancement
Must live on the system To
apply, submit resume and
request application from
Mediacom, Attn Cary
McClure. 90 Main Street
Benton KY 42025 or Fax
502-527-0813 Mediacom
is an EOE

Ak.
Lawn•4..tal•rept

Labor
Positions
Available

'

.

BERBER
/

Kt.

S-:.- a' I

From

560 P.S.F. or

CERAMIC TILE

'.:

_

•,

_
Verifiable exp.
Valid Drkers
Neat appearance
it

S433 P.S.

-=

Wood

-0-9

- C.-' P.S.F.

Just
Starts At

Vinyl

22c P.S.F.
31 98 P.S.Y.

or Unbelievable
carpet Short Rolls

Pvc:',

, --,'; S •::' r'_
SELF SERVICE PRICES

4199' r•-,- S.Y.

'5" p.s.,, or 67' p s ,-. =,_.5

Aurora

DEN A
needed Fa tme position
Send ft:same to P 0 Box
1040V Murray KY 42071

FREE. a"

Carpet Mats

Bound

50c

POSITION
FILLED

Each

10

Area Rugs
ill:/ AUT V/ -1.1.`.1
Nice Plush
Kanga

Each

ler'l;eti----1411.
Heavy Textured

,:arTs 4!
'•.'"-

2
Commercial

COLORI'vME ,iow hiring
manag,_,r trainee's and entry leve positions Must be
enthus,dstic and self motivated Must be able to lift
100Ibs. Apply at 408 N 12th
St No phone calls please
E OE
COOKS & dishwasher
Apply in person Anna s
F arrnhou.e Restaurant

Sculptured Carpet

-

753-5726

,
PS'
"
2

s1 -

HOUSEKEEPERS needed
part time for resort work
436 2345
NEED babys.tter in home
second shift Must have re
ferences Call before 3pm
436 5374

Grass .
SUBJECT TO STOCK.

NEED habysitter one
. tr,
weekend night per rri•.„ir
Ptic.,..rie 430 245`J

How Long Will It Last!

NUIN hiring all positicais
night time manager for
Breaktime Billiards. Hwy 94
East Murray Apply in
person

Auto/Boat •,_, 89`ps

Until we reduce our inventory to normal levels.

-Qa

Long Blue & White Bldg. Only!
.. . -..
•

Fri

- 5 P.M.
U ..8(
COPC

CP
CP
!
Cr
,

A
ral S
Trof
Arlii

9-4.30

You May Never See Prices
Like This Again.
1st Come / 1st Serve
When It's Over — It's Over
V*horn your mourns dealer'

4
OFF iCE nurse
days a week 6 hears a day
curny.t.tive pay Need to
be bright personable &
will rig to learn new proce
d,res Please leave re
s-ee- at Murray- Heart
Ler • f
Iding
ard Med.:La! Art,
Murray KY
SALES- CEMETERY kr;
paid a
one Of the
11,Jrn

Ari

Msr

'`,

,'

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

Farm
Equipment

Computers

Tire
Serviceman

Shoney's

MUST have

1503 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY
Now accepting
applications for
housekeeping
positions.
Apply In person
No phone Ms please

experience on
semi & farm
tires.

753-7342
01R drivers wanted Must
be 23yrs old with clean
MVR Conventional trucks
with big sleeper & air ride
Home most weekends
502 382 3940, 9am-5pm
PAINTERS Black's Decorating Center Of Murray, KY
is recruiting for exper
ienced painters $9.0 . r
hour to start with
ties for adva
benefits
up
health I
liable
s should
Inter
ail message
502 759 8609
R
g will run through
5 00pm Tuesday, March
17, 1998 No walk in applications accepted Equal
Opportunity Employer
SERVICE Ovoortunity for
Ky Families Host a high
school int studentl Choose
nationality interest Fully
insured. August arrival
or
50 2 - 5 7 5 - 30 1 0
1 888 55 AYUSA

Inn

070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
CLEANING houses & of
floes 753-1016
WHITE Glove House
Cleaning Service Retired
military wives wanting to
clean your home or busi
Cali - Toni
ness
901-822-5803 or Janie
901 822-6285
WILL sit with the sick or
elderly Honest and re
sponsible I have 11 years
experience in hospital,
iiJrsing home and private
duty sitting References
-ailable Call 753-6740
tween 8am-5pm ask for
ne

SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR
.iLL sit with elderly 10
RESORT & MARINA hiring
years experience $6 an
for 1998 Season as follows
hour Call 753-2637
RESORT- Housekeeper
Full-time able to work
weekends and holidays
100
MARINA Outside dock
Business
person, knowledgeable abOpportunity
out boats and fishing, partApprox
Rent
time 3 to 5 days with rotat- FOR
ft warehouse
ing shifts, must be able to 1700sq
to office
work weekends and holy space or convert
street
oays and in good physical space 12th & Story
health Store Clerk familiar Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
With office machines, some
boat and fishing knowledge 502 575 6200
helpful part time 3 to 5 PROTEL PAYPHONE
day, a 6'.;'0. w.th rotating RTE. 45 High Traffic Loc s
sh tt mast be able to work $12 5k Earn $100kryr
weekends and holidays (800)519-3201
Cal: wec•kdays only be
tween 9 00 to 4 00 for inter
120
view and job application
354-6566
Computers
WAITRESSES and
Dancers wanted Doll COMPUTER Repair InHouse Cafe $500. weekly stallation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662
901-642 42'27

Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)
No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
I or more information call
502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

'753-#3107
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alterniite plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money Under the
alternate plan of care!
( ‘I.1.1 S I OD‘1 1- OR ARAI P.(Ill()TE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Scalliore, Mirray, KV

OriCes

Marcf
$315
8am 4
5pm
1BR z
refrigs
furnisf
753-9k
1BR C
Co4em

120

060

020

Ad Deadlines
Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday _
W ed ne ads y
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1 & 2
Very r
ments
miles
ra w
dishwz
ter &
cluded

COMPUTER System 990
Texas Instrument Business
System 672 with WD800
Winchester disk Subsystem Profit Master software
installed 10 terminals, 3
printers & modem For
merly used by Treas Lum
ben $2 000 obo 489-2054

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
Call
1 piece or all
753-9433
CASH for GA. Joe toys, old
or new 753.7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753 3633
WANTED Cash in on your
iunk cars & trucks Dead or
haul
We
Alive'
901 247-6082
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
WANT to buy old western
saddle Call 759-9215 ask
for Ellen Leave message if
no one answers

2 PIECE living room group
$15/week Call 753-4663
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train. & veil Laced
wrpearls, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00
BLUE/ Gray couch, 82'
long, with pattern Blue
platform rocker 489-2802
CAMPER World Kar-Tote,
Call
good condition
753-8004
KODIAK wood stove, some
wood included Will deliver
$250 obo 489-2059
LOTS of Restaurant tables
8. padded chairs for sale
Call 753-7229 8am-5pm,
after 5pm call 489-2765
LOVESEAT for sale, $150
P C IBM compatible for
$200 Phone 436 2455
MATTRESSES Smith
Mattress Factory,
502 851 3160 Symsonia,
KY
PROM DRESSES Black
w/sequins, size 910 Teal
green wisequins & beads,
size 11,12 Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4 30pm

For Sale
Nice Super C
Farman, 8" 57
H. Hutchens
grain auger. I.
shaped fuel
tank, tobacco
sleemer.

435-4131
5000 FORD tractor, very
good shape $8,000
901 247 5619
FOR Rent or lease 7 5
acre DF Tobacco Base,
barn room tor 13 acres
901-247-5619
200
Sports
Equipment
GUNS buy, sell
436-5650

trade

210
Firewood
FIREWOOD $35/ rick de
livered 435-4460

1 ACRE
767-9435

sites

Call

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br. 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice 753-9866
1986 14X80 CAVALIER
3br, 2 bath, all appliances
included, new carpet, cenMust seer
tral tara
502-489 2209
1994 16X80 MOBILE
Home in great condition
3br, 3 bath, vaulted ceilings
with large rooms Double
pane thermal tilt windows,
8" house insulation, wid
hook-up, dishwasher, new
front porch with roof, rear
deck with privacy fenced
yard Call 753-6921 230
Riviera Cts $20,900
NICE spacious Repo, 1996
Buccaneer 28X80,4+3,10w
down payment Free setup
Call
delivery
&
502-527-5645

YOU will not believe thisl
1982 14X70 2br, 2 bath,
walk-in closets, remodeled
and redecorated Stove &
SEE us for your barn or roof refrigerator with large new
metal Cut to length Cov- deck on rented lot
ers 36 inches, many colors , $11,300 Price includes
Economy Metal & Supply storage
shed
Co 489-2722
931-232-3066 days or
931-232-7831 nights
dryer
WASHER/
Call
$19 95/week
753-4663
Mobile
WEDDING ring set $250
Homes For Rent
cash Ph 753-9532

160
Home
Furnishings
3PC colonial style L/R
suite sofa love spat &
chair Like new, brOwn,
gold & blk plaid $500
753-5899 after 5pm
NAVY couch, good condition. $150 Brown couch &
chair, excellent condition
$450 Two pieces bedroom
set. $75 Refrigerator(new
only 6mos use). $500
753 1480 after 5pm,
762 6490 daytime
WING back sofa, 72' white
with teal and burgundy
pattern recently upholstered, two (2)40" sofa beds
with new mattresses and
linens, blue tweed recliner
chair, double pedestal sewing machine desk with
48*X24" drop leaf extension. Sauder computer
center desk, hutch, printer
cabinet with connecting
corner shelf and 2 drawer
filing cabinet All in excel
lent conditionl 753 5128
180
Lawn &
Garden
ALMO
COUNTRY
STORE- Just Arrived For
Spring Concrete critters
and lawn ornaments, CALORAD IS HERE!!
753 1934
-—
SMALL Engine Repair Get
your mower & tiller ready
for summer Call 753 0260

2BR trailer No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866
RENT to own 14X80. 2br.
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Coleman RE
Park
753 9898

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
ACRE lot for RV's o
mobile home north of Mar
ray 492-6159
COACH Estates/ Fox Meadows manufactured home
community Exclusive residential neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection
$95/mo includes city water!
sewer/ trash pick up South
16th at Canterbury
753 3855

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

HALEY'S
lUgt9Puck
MaRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Cen
ter 753 4509, 753 6612

1 OR;
town h
tunity I
certifi
753-41
2BR
centra
furnisf
$475/i
month
7532$

"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

2BR, r
plian
$30Orr
753-9E

YARD SIGNS

2BR d
appliar
Height
posit

Custom Designed in Shope of KY.
House or 911 * in 4' white
vinyl lettering. Will deliver.
Call & order today

$25
Stahler's Custom Welding
753-7387
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION _
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 13 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
1.4a1or benefits. Company supplied pre-set appointments
No credit refusals_ Company training Hours worked
days & evenings.

2BR,
stove
hwashi
eman

2BR d
$3 7 5
759-44

2BR d
wrd h
furnish
vete
$50Orn
lease
March
753 68

2 EXTI
apartm
Rd G
appliar
of extr
pets C
753-71

Call It you are serious
about a career & are wiling ti wen 1141 TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people who only want la earn $300-$400 per week
and that don't want to Irak Call between 11-4 Mon -sat

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-3261

OPENING FOR CITY
ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent City Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record and
have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan,Circulation Manager at
the Murray Ledger & Times and complete a application.
No phone calls please.

OPENING FOR MOTOR
ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record and
have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week per week delivery of Ledger & Times
Earn S11,000-$16,000 or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan,Circulation Manager at
the Murray Ledger & Times and complete a application
No phone calls please

- WANTED.
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIANS
and PARTS COUNTER EMPLOYEES
The Peppers Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac and Toyota has openings for experienced
automotive technicians. The ideal candidates will be experienced with all car lines in
auto diagnostics, drivability, air conditioning, brakes, engines, and general maintenance. Must have own hand tools. The ideal
candidate will be ASE certified; but we will
consider a technician who wants to become
ASE certified and is willing to expend the
effort necessary to become certified. Each
applicant will be considered, regardless of
experience. We have factory, home study,
and on-the-job training.
We are also accepting applications for qualified Parts Counter Employees.The successful candidate must be knowledgeable in GM
and/or Toyota parts.
Your work schedule is 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday.

4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509

1BR n
tor. W
furnish
no pet
furnish
MF

We offer competitive compensation based on
experience, paid training, six paid holidays,
paid vacations, life and hospitalization insurance, company paid uniforms, 401(k)
plan, and more.
For the techmeian apply in person to:

Peppers

RESTAURANT, retail or office space, indoor garden.
10' ceilings, a lot of glass
and openness. gas heat, up
to 3500 Sci ft Century 21,
753 1492 or 753 6079

Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Toyota
Terry Mooney, Service Manager

SMALL business or office
space Paid utilities
753 6106

Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Toyota
Attn: Parts Manager

For the parte eounterperson apply by
submitting reeurne tax.

Peppers

10 AI
10 Ar
0 va
0 ful
0
01
011
0118
01
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Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rem

1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS
Very nice 1 & 2br apart
rnents in Farmington (11
miles for Murray) Central
rsa w d stove refrigerator
dishwasher provided Water & trash pick up in
cluded No pets Refer
ences required Available
March 1st Starts at
762-4483
$315 mo
Barn 4pm or 345 2748 after
5pm

416 N 8th St Attractive 2br
tuck dining room hard
wood floors appliances
w d Deposit 1yr lease
$425mo 489 2741

NOW avaiiabie 1t:g apart
ment furnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposit
required Near downtown
No pets 436 2755

4BR 2 bath central h a
appliances w,c1 Coleman
RE 753 9898

NOW rentim2.1 2 & 3 bed
room ap ,VIWnts Mur Cal
Apartments 902 North
wood Dr Murray KY
759 4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity

1BR available now stove,
refrigerator all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR Diuguid Dr new Call
Coleman Realty 753 9898
1BR new stove & refrigerator, w d $270 1 or 2br
furnished $255 Deposit.
no pets, downtown Water
furnished 753-4937 8 5,
MF
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109
2BR 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, wid hookup,
$475eno 1yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753 2905 or 753 7536
2BR central gas hia appliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR duplex, central hia,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, wid hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex, 177 bath, all
appliances 1551-B, Martin
Heights, $500/mo plus deposit 753-5344

1

2BR duplex in Northwood
No pets
$375/mo
759-4406
2BR duplex, 2 full baths,
w/ci hook-up, appliances
furnished Central h/a, private deck, garage
$500/mo, deposit & 1yr
lease No pets Available
March 1st 753-5524 days,
753-6854 nights.
2 EXTRA large 2br duplex
apartments at 767 Wiswell
Rd. Central gas h/a All
appliances furnished. Lots
of extras and storage No
pets. Deposit required Call
753-7185

FOR LEASE in early Feb
in Chestnut Street Town
house 2br 1 5 bath all
appliances convenient
parking freshly painted
and carpet cleaned
$450-mo Grey's Properties.759-2001 ask for
Lynda
GARDEN & lots of nature
go along with this cozy
country apartment Pertect
for responsible person/ re
tired couple 492 8110
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354,8888
LAKEFRONT Cottage
Apartments Furnished
utilities included Cypress
Springs Area $390'mo
1 502 436-5099

REMODELED furnished
1 br apartment gas h a
$285 mo plus deposit
753 7953
TIRED of big utility bills'?
We have a newly decorated
apt for you $225 mo No
753 3949 or
pets
748 5924
VERY nice 2br, 1 , baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w , washer &
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease
1 mo deposit No pets
753 2905, 753-7536
330
Rooms
For Rent
,00m
SLEEPING
$150,mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
340
Houses
For Rent

LARGE new 2br,
h,a, super I
ph
395
MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central ha, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 1500sq ft apartment,
remote garage. 2br, 2
baths Lease, $600/mo
plus deposit Low utilities
753-7953

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house &washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances Deposit Lease
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450,Mo 753-7457

1(30il Are You Looking For Security? E3
E3
1
(3
Are you in need of a place to store your
)valuables? There's no need to look any
51
tl further — we have what you need!
Security Gate • Low Rates
(3
Call Today At

10
(31
WAREHOUSES
10
01 KEY MINI
(311850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 4207110
753-5562
E31
1E3
5

2 8. 3BR in Murray & Lynn grove Lease & deposit required Equal Opportunity
Housing HUD/ KHC certificates accepted 753-4109
2BR 1 bath gas heat
stove & refrigerator turn
ished, wid hook-up
$325,mo lmo deposit No
pets 753-2905
2BR 2 bath brick, quiet
neighborhood Coleman
RE, 753-9898
3BR. 2 bath, living room,
den, dining room, 6 miles
east of Murray, $450/mo
436-2165
3BR brick, central h/a,
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, central ha, all appliances furnished, carport
& 2 car garage, 4 miles
south of Murray No pets,
$575/mo, deposit & lease
required 436-2113
3BR house in country Deposit & $500/mo 753-7845
after 6pm
4BR, 2'4 bath Canterbury
home on month to month
basis Call Earleene at
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
AVAILABLE Now on KY
Lake, furnished 2br No
pets 436-5459 after 5pm
HOMES for rent 753-4444
LARGE 1br house for rent
City sewer & water
437-4465
NICE lbr no pets, lease &
deposit required 753-0728
after 4pm
180
Storage
Rentals

*******•••***
* OFFICE SPACE *

641 Storage

*For rent. Different size 4
4
suites available.
*

All Sizes
Available

Walnut Plaza,
104 N. 5th

753-5585

4.
4

753-8302 or
4
753-9621
•***••041141 41140
t

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759-4081

EASTSIDE

BP

Bustle Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber and Cut Logs

1-888-584-5229
1-901-584-1177
evenings

if

C STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Syca
more E Next to Cunning
ham Auto Repair
753-3571

Hwy 299

Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796

Wildlife Control of
Kentucky

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail753-2905 or
able
753 7536

Humane and affordable
animal removal and relocation
• Squirrels
• Raccoons
• Skunks
• Snakes & morel (502) 436-5465

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

1

Need Furniture? Bedding?

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
I

STORAGE
Maln • 753-6266

119

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

All Size Units
Available

753-3853

AKC Registered Sheltir.
(Miniature Collie) puppies
(502)753 8506
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436 2858

Livestock
Supplies
HI-NAG mineral $8 95 fur
50Ibs Farmers Farmacy
759.2248

Livestock
Supplies

Homes
For Sale

LOTS for sale Various
sizes & locations to meet
your needs Call 753-9950
7am 4pm Mon Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm 9pm Mon-Sun

FOR SALE

460
Homes
For Sale
1YR old 5br. 27, bath 2 car
garage over 3100sq ft
under roof City utilities on
wooded lot in Sherwood
Forest Lots of extras, below appraised value,
$151,500 Call 753 6098
3BR, brick house 1104
Faulane in Circarama Subdivision excellent condition
753 4389 or
753-5960
ABSOLUTELY MUST
SELL 3br, 2 bath home
Appraised at $81 000
Owner wants offer
753-4086 after 5pm
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores 2 mi
nutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden 2 3br 2
bathrooms sunroom full
drive in basement, deck
with water garden, central
ha, wood stove & boat
house Call 502-435 4585

1995 NISSAN w Leer top
per
42 xxx miles
753 5927
FOR Sale 1996 Dodge
Ram Ready for 3rd trans
mission Purchased new in
Paris TN If you d like to
own, a piece of junk I ve got
your truck 492 6268
IF you d like to invest
$4 000 per year in a trans
mission buy this Dodge
Ram truck I d make you a
real deal
Transmission
still has 9 month 3,000 mile
warranty This is warranted
by local Dodge dealer P S
It you're loco, I'll trade for
Call
GMC pick-up
492 6268
520

Locadon! Location! 804 S. 16th St.
Beautiful wooded lot 105s230, 3 BR, 2'h bath all downsuurs,
bonus room up.2,850 sq. R. living space. Huge walk-in atuc
(could be finished) & 240.4 attached garage.3,458 mg ft
Central HJAC, LR, dining. kitchon-den combo wtfireplace &
hardwood fleas, nice dogma, utility room whtorage cabarets.
fUnreent. plUO & Inli
A MIST SEE! 759-0700

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is near.Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling. roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

(Bruce Green
'Building Lim tractors, Inc.
(502) 753-8343

Reptioemel

Does
It All'

SOMEImpRovEMENT
Painting

Siding

Roohrbg -

Plumbing

Water Damage Pest Damage - Strur.tural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

Brothers

Tree Service

„-T

502 430 5744
1 BOO 548 5262

Loarnoise
nsio a MAUD F
24 H. Saw.
I.
Hodge Trtarwediti
Tri. Spreyaft
T... 4 Si

trig T.v.sar.44
Cloturop
F LAM Of
Eferpabset

0111
,
It11040

••

, at(
7'

.

1706 Audubon
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-2767

CARRICO ELECTRICAL SERVICE
Residential — Farm — Commercial
New Homes — Additions — Rewiring

1971 GIBSON 36ft houseboat, good shape runs
great sleeps 8 Must sell
moving No reasonable of
fer refused 436-2345

"No Service Call Fees"

1989 24F T Pontoon 100hp
Johnson motor, Icr trolling
motor, all accessories in
cluded Good condition
753-7629

Ceiling Fan Installation

JIM'S DRYWALL

1991 16' DURACRAFT all weld boat, 40hp Mariner
motor, Eagle depth tinder,
Motorguioe trolling motor
Ph 502 759 9609 leave
message

Hanging, Finishing & Repairs

GIBSON houseboat, 50',
1987. T/454's, marine air, 1
owner, excellent condition,
docked at Kentucky Dam
Call
Marina
502-499-2559

(502)436-5393 or 436-5955

3-D DOZING, backhoe
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways. foundations
502-437-4969.
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care Mowing,
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb, 436-5791
ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS.
Remodeling/ Repairs Inside & Out No Job Too
Small 759-9906
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
AFFORDABLE. quality,
building you'll be proud ofi
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing. vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing. concrete & masonry And home repairs
Free estimates. 753-8007,
Elite Building.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp .
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
P ROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands Kenmore 30.
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE Service small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling snow removal
753.0834 or 759 9835
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
or
5 0 2 4 36 2 0 0 7
502-436-5264
BEGINNER Piano lessons
to students 8yrs old & up
40 minute lessons $12 Call
759 4712
BOB S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753 1134
492 8584
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal Mulch At
fordable Prices Free Esti
mates 759-5353

RIS
'One Can 11111101

*-4mb

Boats
& Motors

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

a50

9.6 ACRE MINI FARM. Located one mile from city
limits adjacent to Quail Run
Subdivision Priced at only
$29,000 Water and sewer
available For sale by
owner 753 3387

13
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Wed
Tniek•

Used
Cars

CHICKS, Ducks, Goose II ARCHITECT designed 1975 CORVETTE motor &
transmission recently re
Turimys. Call to order now' solar home on 18 acres
built new paint & interior
Near Irvin Cobb Resort
Chick day April 15th Far
3br 1 ,, baths Cypress 753 5927
mers Farmacy 759-2248
beam ceilings custom
HORSE Boarding now woodwork & ceramic tile 1985 TORANADO new
tires runs good $800
facilities
available New
throughout Stone work by
759 9577
with indoor arena tack local artist walk in pantry
room & wash bay Partial or root cellar & greenhouse
1987 MAZDA 323 4dr
full board available 3 miles Large shop with attached 5sp gold new condition
from town 502 753 8506 equipment shelter
high mileage Asking
$3000 Call 502-762 0061
UNITY Hybrid &sod Corn, 436 2669
Mon & Wed
$48. Single Cross 80 000
kernel bag sold at SAM S BRAND new 4br 2 bath 2 1989 MERCURY Topaz
Club or buy direct For more car garage central h a
automatic new tires excel
into call 1-800-338-4558
acre lot North Murray
lent condition one owner
$98,500 498 8921
125,XXX miles $2,300 or
420
best otter 489-2597 after
family
BRICK 3br 2 bath,
Homo
5pm
room & living room 1505
Loans
Oxford Dr Call for appt
1990 DODGE Dynasty
ATTN Homeowners Bor 753-4522
good condition Good price
row $25 000 $100.000
759-3484
Too many bills") Pay off BRICK ranch style 4br, 1
mile West 1993 PONTIAC Grand Am
high interest credit cards bath 2 acres
Call 6 cylinder, 43 XXX miles
Home Improvements Lynn Grove
excellent condition $6 100
Apply by phone/ 24hr Ap- 502 435 4128
753-2225 or after 5pm
proval No Equity Capital BY Owner 3br, 2 bath brick
Call Platinum Capital home deluxe interior, 106 759-1509
(800)523-5363/ Open 7 Williams 3 blk to MSU, 1996 CHRYSLER Sebring
Days
LXI, 22.XXX miles, white
$99,900 767 0895
with grey leather interior,
V6, p/1, p/w, sunroof driver
BY Owner 3tar, 1 bath, 4
passenger air bags
&
miles southeast of Murray,
$14.900 Call Mon -Fri
Old Salem Rd 753-1159
7am-4 30pm. 753-1323
40 ACRES located at McEl
rath Road Dexter, KY 25 BY Owner Two story New
1997 PONTIAC Sunfire
style house on 26
acres in open land, balance England
black 2dr, automatic air
in timber $48,000 call acres Four bedrooms
condition cd player, p/s,
study, three baths, appoint767-9117
Call
$13.300
p'b
ment 502 489 2060
15021753 1179
5 ACRES $17 500 Call
767-9435
495
DUPLEX near campus
BEAUTIFUL. sonic Approx $29,500 Reduced for quick
+/ 23 acres $34,000. 40 sale 898-8564 after 7pm
Vans
acres $49,000 13 acres No Realtors Please
Astro work
CHEV
1995
$22000 Puryear area
cruise,
tilt,
van,
stereo, air,
quality
this
FOR
choose
502 376-2025
countryside ranch vinyl auto, 39.XXX miles
DUPLEX lots, Bagwell Blvd sided home sited on 4 5 759-4831
off Glendale Rd 753-4389 acres, two to three bed1995 JEEP Wrangler, 4cyl.
or 753-5960
rooms, 2 baths, fruit trees,
5sp trans pwr steering,
porch with hot
HALEY Appraisals Bob covered
carpet, aluminum wheels,
tub short distance to lake
Haley, state certified
soft top less than 20,XXX
Priced in the $60's Call
miles Asking $12,725 obo
759-4218
Century 21, 753-1492
Call 502-753-7537 after
acre
7
KIRKSEY area.
,Ve message
FOR Sale or Trade 2 story 5pm or ,10,
tract Call Mur-Cal Realty.
log home,3yrs old, 3800 sq
753-4444
ft, 13 acres fenced with
KOPPERUD Realty has pond, 30'X60' shop,
buyers waiting to purchase 120'X50' barn, 24*X36'
homes all price ranges If barn, 18'X36'barn 24X40'
REDUCED' 1976 Ford 4X4
you are thinking of selling- equipment shed Phone F250, Iwb, 360 auto, excelcontact one of our courte- 753-7687
lent condition $2,500 Calll
ous and professional
382-2398
agents at 753-1222 or stop NEW 3br brick, 2 baths,
by office at 711 Main St
natural gas h-a, double gar- REDUCED 1985 Chevy
age & driveway North Villa 4X4 S10 Iwb, 25 4sp,
Subdivision, Lot #5, Metcalf looks & runs good $1,500
Call 382-2398
Ln .3 miles north of Murray
437-4783, 753-8237
1988 JEEP Commanchee
pick-up, 2wd, a/c, epc, new
3STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Ken- NEW custom built 3br, 2 tires $2,500 753-7091
tucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1 bathroom home with op- 1989 4X4 CHEVROLET, 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft, tional 1400 sq ft of living ton, crew cab, utility bed,
24x30 detached 2 car gar- space upstairs, natural gas, new tires
$8,000
age, 24x32 carport, 8x10 2 car garage with wide 502-354-8505
or
of
acre
1
apprx
on
all
shed,
driveway Located in North 502-437-3935
ground 3 Decks with view Villa Subdivision, Lot #2,
of lake 2 Lake accesses (1 Metcalf Lane McDaniel 1993 CHEVY pick-up Prprivate, 1 public) nearby. Construction, iced to sell 767-9435
Apprx 14 miles East of Mur- (502)436-2766
1993 CHEVY half ton
ray $95,000. Serious in
Silverado Dixie Custom
BEAUTYSOUTHERN
quines only. Shown by apConversion Platinum blue
pointment Call 474-8704 Two story with 4 bedrooms, & white Call 753-4801
sunroom,
study,
baths,
after 5pm, or leave
fireplace, front porch, deck, 1993 CHEVY ext cab
message
wooded lot in Campbell Es- Silverado p/u, a/c, pisv,
DOUBLE lot with new sep- tates, $181.900 759-1830'
tilt, cruise 131,XXX miles.
tic system, ready for home 762-3808.
Good condition. $9,950
or trailer Located in lake
753-4445.
front subdivision with private boat ramp $9,900
1995 DODGE SLT Dually,
470
firm 759-4696
Cummins Turbo diesel,
automatic, all power. runMotorcycles
ning boards, factory
1990 HONDA 350 Perfor- chrome wheel covers,
mance 4X4 runs & looks single cab, towing packgood $3,000 Will do trad- age, white, 70xxx miles
I. ACRE lots for sale 6 ing on small tractor
Garage kept, maintenance
miles North of Murray 489-6106
record,$17500 Good con753-2592
dition Call 474-8704 after
EARLY SPRING SALE- 1992 HONDA XR-250L on/ 5pm Serious inquiries only
BEAUTIFUL HOME. off road. adult owned, rid- please
SITES. Quail Run Subdivi- den very little If you want a 1995
GMC ext cab fully
sion offers large lots, water. great bike don't wait, this loaded Trailmaster consewer, trees and no city one won't last long $2.100
version, aluminum wheels
taxes Priced from $8,500 474-8666
759-9780 after 5pm
to $12,500 For sale by
owner 753-3387

Farms
For Sale

TIJF'iDAY

SOO

460

390

320
Apartments
For Rent

TiME

CALL US on the carpets
753-5827.
CARPET Cleaning. Free
estimates. 753-5827
Lee's.
CARPET cleaned by Co
Techs Any room up to
300st only $30.00 Murray
Carpet & Upholstery Clean
'1g 753-6300 anytime

FREE ESTIMATES
Phone

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
40.4 SoNBuRY

MURRAY :Beh-nd B,,nn y 9,aadi
753 5940

-A\l""111011111111'.--.444..

4-41k4-11.61*

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday**March 20**7:00 P.M.
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Auction will be held off site at the Community
Building on Fairground Road in Pans. Turn East
off E. Wood Street at BP - B-Rite Food Store and
Wofford's Nursery onto Fikirground Road. Go two
blocks and turn right to the Fairgrounds. Watch for
Sale Arrows!
SELLING TO SETTLE THE JAMES
W. JONES ESTATE

365.5 & 84.5 Acre Farm Selling
Absolute Auction
Auction Off Site At Community
Building Henry County
Fairgrounds, Paris
INSPECT BEFORE AUCTION FREE SUPPER 6:00 P.M.
365.5 ACRES OF PRIME FARMLAND
Location: West edge of Paris at Henry County
Farmers Co-Op, intersection of Hwy. 54 &
Hwy.69 N.Go North on Hwy,69 N for 13 miles,
turn left on Hayes Store Road at the intersection
of Hwy.69 N.& Hwy.140, West on Hayes Road
1.5 miles to farm on right. Watch for Auction
Arrows!!
114.5 ACRES ON HAYES STORE
ROAD, 97.40 ACRES cropland.
East lad South of Cold Corner Road In 3 Tracts
Tract No. 1: 32 Acres, Hayes Store Road; 26.2
Acres level cropland Southeast corner of farm.
Tract No. 2: 58 Acres Hayes Store Road; 49.8
Acres of Cropland, at Cold Corner Road, West
of Tract 1.
Tract No. 3: 243 Acres and 21.4 Acres cropland; South side Cold Corner Road; and North
of Tract 1 and East of Tract 2.
251 ACRES 1543 Acres Level to Gently Rolling
Cropland, extending into the bottom and
bounded on the North by canal ditch. NORTH
OF COLD CORNER ROAD & TRACT 4
SELLING AS ONE TRACT.
North area of bottom land In hardwood timber
recently cut. Timber area offers Great Hunting
possibilities for deer, small game, and water
fowl.

FARM NO. 2: 84.5 ACRE FARM

Location: West off Hwy.69N onto Hayes Store Road, go
West on 1.7 miles (passing the 365.5 Acre farm)and turn
left in curve onto Hart Farm Road, Go 4/10 mile to
intersection and turn left Bethany Road, go 8/10 mile to
-7 intersection and turn right onto gravel road. Go 1 2
miles to farm on left and in curve.
From Paimersville, TN. Turn southeast off
Hwy.89 in Paimersv Hie on Hwy. 190, left onto
Hunt Road at cemetery, bear right, go east 3.7
miles on Hunt Road and turn (North) left onto
Powell Levee Road. Go 1.2 miles and turn right
onto gravel road, farm is 8/10 mile In curve on
right. Watch for Sale Arrows.
66.3 ACRES TILLABLE, LEVEL TO
ROLLING FARM W/SCATTERED
HARDWOODS & PINE AREAS. Good
deer and small game hunting. Road
frontage for house site.
JONES ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
NEWBURN, TN - SHARP FERRY ROAD
SATURDAY, MARCH 21ST - 10 A.M.
4 FARMS - 13 ACRES • 37 AC.
54 ACRES & 89 ACRES
Owners and Saks Mataagersieas reserve the right to
kr tracts Individually or any combination r they re
AL A Pre-Abortion Insporthon is Invited.
TATE TWAS: 201b DOWN DAY or SU(TION, DA.
SEAL
LANSIL INA WITHIN le DAYS UPON DE.I.INSFY OF [MID.
POSUILSSION WITH MID.

Alexander
Real Estate Sales
!Narita E. Alexander, CAE Auctioneer
13 L'oileenity Street•Martla, TN 38237, WI_ 107
°Mc, MI) 587-4244
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Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Spry kern
aimed

SertIces
°Bored

CARPET INSTALLATION
INC. By qualified installers
We install carpet vinyl, tile
hardwood & laminated
floors Residential or Commercial 759-1591

CHEAP & dependable ex
tenor & interior painting
papering window washing
& cleaning Services for
boats & homes 436 02491
after 6pm

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construe
Don rewiring mobile home
hookups electrical mainte
nance and repair Call anytime Murray. 762-0001,
cell. 519-1592

GUTTERS (Duality seam
less aluminum gutters Gut
ter maintenance Gutter
Supplies Variety of colors
Licensed
Affordable
prices Call West KY Seam
less Gutters 753 0278

5 LANDSCAPING
_c
Lawn ,nstaliation & renova
ton Landscape mainte
nance Topsoil mulch pea
gra.e, hauled Weekly
mow,ng edging & trim
m. rig 753 7039

GARDEN tilling bushhog
ging small jobs driveways
graded with box blade Ger
aid Carroll 492 6159

HARDWOOD FLOOR in
stallation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753 7860

LAMB Brother Horne Im
provements remodeling
add,tions roofing siding
tree estimates 436 2269

CARPORTS for cars and CHIM Chim Chimney
trucks Special sizes for Sweep chimney cleaning
motor home, boats RVs service. 10% senior dis
and etc Excellent protec- counts 435-4006
tion,high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436 2113 COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages decks
remodeling vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

Callaway Contra MY.I
Authorized York Dealer
CARTER SERVICE CO.
Heating & Air Conditioning
Gas Installation
Sales - Service - Repair

Murray, KY 42071
(502)759-4803
(KY HVAC LIC. 8M03794)

501 North 4th St.
(502)759-4720

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing, decking. roofing & electrical
489-2832

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns.
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860.

• lieenesd & Insured
• Loth Owned & Operated

PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE
Carlle Staples
753-7083
•
Seeding
Lawn Cleanup'
Bed Mulching

Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Edging

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

• Pree lawn Ansiyas
• SPAY Truck UMW*

1998

530

510

JYORK

MARCH 1 C

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. ''Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile, Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

D&D ROOFING— Call us
for all of your roofing needs
436-2613

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
,
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or 4.,
(800) 874-0256.

Services
Offered

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & In
Luke Lamb
sured
502 436 5950

L P ROOFING Repairs
Tear-offs New roofs Re
roofing Any type of roots
Free estimates 20yrs ex
perence 502 759 0545

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free as
timates Day or night
753 5484

NICHOLS Lawn Mainte
nance Mowing edging
mulching & hauling
759 9577

WOOD VCR repairing
VCRs Microwaves Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18 inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free info Mon Fri 1 5 30
753 0530

PAINTING interior exterior Free estimates
437 3879
PLUMBING repairs
service 436 5255

435-4423

MULCH delivered Murray,
436-5560

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

fast

RICK'S Roofing- repairs
LAWN Care Mowing shingle & flat roofs Free
mulching landscaping estimates 22y rs experiReasonable, responsible, ence 502 437 4559
dependable Call Terry
Joe, 753-4679
ROOFING Re-roofing
Tear Offs, Repairs, New
LA'AiN mower- ATV repair Roofs Adam's Home Im& service Free pick-up & provements 759-9906
delivered 435-4460
RUDOLPH'S LAWN
LAWN mowing, reasonable CARE Reliable, exper& satisfactory. 759-4659.
ienced service Mowing,
trimming, etc. Free estiLAWN mowing at reasonmates 502-753-9095
able rates. Dependable
service North of Murray THE Gutter Co Seamless
preferably Free estimates. aluminum gutters, variety
753-3993
of colors Licensed, insured.
Estimate available
LAWNS Mowed Guaranteed work Call for estimate 759-4690

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers- Local & Out Of
State Moving. Licensed &
Insured 767-9630.

PUPPIES 6wks Call after
3 30pm 753 1819

WALTERS Contracting )
Free Estimates. Guaran-teed (Duality Work
Licensed & Insured, Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling, Call
753-2592.

Kent Price Plumbing, Inc
502-247-9878
Toll Free 1-888-237-1175
Ky. Lic. 015942
Sewer & Drain Cleaning
Residential Service & New
Homes. No Job Too Small.
Get The Right Price & Service For AU
Your Plumbing Needs.

Tucker Lawn Care
Service
Mowing, Trimming, Edging,
Clippings Removal & Mulching

Free Estimates
Ph. 502-759-9609

Local residents recall life at LBR on show

Murray Christian Academy kindergarten students made the Brazilion
dish, empadas, for their celebration of international Week.

Elizabeth Hosford of Murray and
Mavis Stone of Kirksey were interviewed for the oral history project
"Connecting Peoplejt Place" and
both women's recollections of life
Between the Rivers are featured in
the upcoming segment of this radio
series March 12 at 6:30 p.m. and
March 14 at 3:30 p.m. WICMS-FM,
91.3.
Hosford's father was a doctor,
William Hill Ryan. Hosford speaks
very fondly of her beloved parent,
and also tells stories about his
exceptional — and ingenious —
medical skills. One of her favorites
is his use of a silver dollar, hammered wafer-thin, to repair a head
injury that occurred during a logging accident.
Stone's recollections of her father

are often associated with his versatility. Besides being a farmer, he
was a fixer of anything broken,
including the delicate works of a
clock damaged by flood waters.
Another talent of Ralph Lilly's
was that he could play almost any
musical instrument Whenever the
family got together, even after the
children were long grown, he would
say, "Let's make some music," and
everyone picked up an instrument to
play or harmonized to a favorite
tune.
Both Hosford and Stone agreed
to be interviewed for "Connecting
People & Place" because they believed it is important to preserve the
cultural heritage of families like
theirs, who lived Between the Rivers before it became Land Between

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Students at Murray Christian Academy participated in "Around the
World" week. Kindergarteners are displaying their activities about Brazil for the first graders.

Murray Christian Academy students learn the art of watercolor painting.

Ashley Pearson's P1-P2 class at Murray Elementary is shown opening
cards at the Valentine's party. The students decorated boxes and delivered valentines to each other.
American Heart
Association..
r

Mar,Dooms*
Arno Shp.

Choose Healthful Foods

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
March 11, 1998:
You willjuggle many different forces
in this diverse year. To your delight,
work helps you build the kind of
stability you have wanted for a long
time. However, you will also want
plenty of time to socialize. You can
count on your intuition, especially
regarding money. Yes, buy that lottery ticket! If you are single, relationships prove exciting and challenging. There are so many choices!
If attached, make a concerted effort
to balance your own needs with those
of your mate's. Heed boundaries.
VIRGO challenges you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

through a situation that involves a
co-worker. You might not feel comfortable with everything that comes
up. Understanding someone's motivations helps bring agreement to the
home front. Tonight: All's well that
ends well.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take advantage of helpful influences to further a creative project.
Be more in touch with needs. Visualize, and ask for the support you
need. Be more nurturing. A misunderstanding that occurs in the afternoon will take a big effort to overcome. Tonight: Get R & R.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** The boss adds to your responsibilities, but realize that he is
acknowledging your hard work.
Question what is going on with a
loved one. It might inadvertently
cost you a lot. Make a "must" appearance; you gain professionally
and emotionally. Tonight: Be where
all the fun is.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Make long-distance calls,and
make pleasing plans that could involve a trip. Emphasize work later
in the afternoon, though you might
have a hard time focusing on it. It
seems as if your personal life occupies the majority of your thoughts.
Tonight: Push yourself hard to escape the office!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Close relating can help your
financial stability. Discuss an investment, particularly if it involves
real estate. Much good can come
from it, including a stronger bond
between you and another.Check out
different ideas, and make inquiries.
Tonight: Brainstorm.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You are always full of energy. Someone appreciates your sincerity and your calm ways. Network,
share ideas and return important
calls. Others respond. An appointment in the afternoon could throw
off your day; realize the financial
impact this could have. Tonight: Be
with your favorite person.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2W
**** Plug into work, get the job
done and stay focused. Sharing an
idea that affects you financially could
bring benefits. An associate has a lot
to offer and needs to have time with
you. Sort through messages, then
schedule an important meeting. Tonight: Where the crowds are

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** The work ethic hits home.
Think through a change, or rethink
a decision about travel or education.
You need a change of pace. Don't
burn the candle at both ends. Stay
centered, and clearly understand
your limits. Make an appointment
for a checkup. Tonight: Exercise!
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** You see right through others' games, especially a family
member's. Don't put up with anything that doesn't suit you. Creativity surges, and you are full of ideas.
Unexpected options pop up; emphasize success. Aim for what you want.
Tonight: Where the gang is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 2W
**** Talk about how to get what
you want. Another does an excellent
job of expressing his ideas. A loving
act or statement stabilizes a situation. A partner feels threatened.
There are definitely changes afoot.
Pressure is intense at work, yet domestic matters are key too. Tonight:
Order in.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Money matters are significant; you need to deal with them. A
boss or partner has many ideas.
Listen to his tips; they are grounded.
Communications are active,and you
naight need to screen your calls. Plans
could change at the last minute
Tonight: Visit over dinner.
LEO (.July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Use the morning hours ta
move forward on a good idea. A partner has more vision than you realize.
Together, you can take a stand with BORN TODAY
a difficult child or loved one. Lighten Journalist Sam Donaldson (1934),
musician Bobby McFerrin (1950),
up about what is going on with you
Funds might feel precarious or un- Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia (1936)
stable. Tonight It's your treat
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 221
**** 'fake your time thinking

•••

The Lakes.
Stone has taken the time to write
down her memories of growing up
in Laura Furnace and Pleasant Hill,
including an account of the 1937
flood and how it affected her family.
According to community artistin-residence, Constance Alexander,
who produces scripts and hosts the
radio series, this segment of "Connecting People & Place" is dedicated to the memory of Hosford.
"Elizabeth died in December, not
long after she was interviewed for
this project," Alexander explained.
"She wanted her history to be
included with the other interviews
about Between the Rivers. We are
especially grateful that she shared
her memories with us. It was an act
of good will and generosity that will

be appreciated for generations to
come."
"Connecting People 8z Place" is
made possible through grants from
the Kentucky Oral History Commission and the Kentucky Arts
Council, with matching funds provided by Land Between The Lakes
Association; Carolyn Roof, board
president; Elf Atochem, Calvert
City; and the Stewart County Historical Society.
Alexander is producing the 10part radio series, with technical
support from Grady Kirkpatrick,
WKMS-FM in Murray.
Former Between the Rivers residents who are interested in being
interviewed for this oral history
project may contact Alexander at
1-800-455-5897.
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BellSouth to expand
local calling area
BellSouth Area Calling Service
will expand its local calling area for
Murray and Aurora to include
Calvert City March 12.
"Customers have been asking for
a way to lower the cost of calling
long distance to nearby communities. This service Clearly fits that
need," said Dwane Tucker, BellSouth Regional Manager.
Customers have three choices.
They can stay with their current
telephone service or choose one of
two new options which offer an
extended local calling area.
The first option is a flat monthly
fee of $29, including Touch-Tone
Calling Service, for residence customers and $82 for business customers for unlimited calling in the
new expanded calling area. This fee
includes the existing monthly local
service fee.
For $32 a month, residence customers could also choose Area Plus'
service which includes local scr-

vice, unlimited calling in the new
expanded area, plus Touch-Tone
Calling Service and an automatic
30% discount on intraLATA toll
calls.
The second option is a $10
monthly fee, including Touch-Tone
Calling Service,($9 if they did not
want Local Call detail — a detailed
list of their calls) plus per-call
charges on all local calls based on
distance, length and time of day of
the call. The monthly charge for
business customers would be $30 or
$27 without the Local Call Detail
option, plus per-call charges.
"Area Calling Service helps customers control their telephone bills.
It could really benefit customers
who now make long distance calls
to nearby communities each
month," said Tucker. "And the
usage option, with its low monthly
fee,could also help some people get
phone service who may not have
been able to afford it before."
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Scouting Museum
now open for season
The National Scouting Museum
opened Sunday, March 1, for its
12th season. This year the museum
has on display four new exhibits and
several renovations. An open house
will be held March 12, to highlight
these changes to the museum.
The four new exhibits include a
knot-tying interactive wall which
allows viewers to practice knot-tying skills, the 1997 Jamboree Council shoulder strip which includes
more than 300 patches from across
the United States, 10 Norman Rockwell paintings not featured last year,
and the World Jamboree Firsts
Exhibits which displays artifacts
from different countries including
England, France and Australia and
spans the years 1920-98.
Several renovations have been
made this year to the Scouting
Museum. The Scouting Theater
now features a tii-laser disc show
highlighting the 1990s,and Murray
the Robot returns to museum after a
vacation in Florida. Murray features
new songs, stories and jokes.
The Founders Gallery, which is

four robots that tell how scouting
got started, has also been upgraded
to laser disc. The final renovation
was made earlier this year to the
uniform exhibit and was funded
through a federal grant awarded to
the museum.
The National Scouting Museum
is open March through November,
Tuesday through Sunday. Museum
hours are 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Tuesday
through Saturday, and 12:30-4:30
p.m. on Sunday. The museum is
closed each Monday, as well as on
Easter Sunday and Thanksgiving
Day.
General admission is $5, with
children under 6 receiving free
admission. Discounts arc available
for seniors, scouts, and MSU students, staff and faculty.
The National Scouting Museum
is located on the corner of 16th and
Calloway Streets on the campus of
Murray State University in Murray,
Ky. For further information,contact
Susan Hardin or Steve Lanctot at
(502) 762-3383.
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Today's Birthdays: Talk show host Ralph Emery is 65. Actor Chuck
The Workable Program for the
Norris is 58. Playwright David Rabe is 58. Singer Dean Torrence (Jan
CONTRACT BRIDGE
City
of Murray has been recertiand Dean) is 58. Actress Katharine Houghton is 53. Newspaper colto
a
letter
fied, according to
umnist Bob Greene is 51. Rock musician Tom Scholz (Boston) is 51.
Mayor Holmes Ellis from the DemusiRock
40.
is
Stone
Sharon
Actress
Actress Shannon Tweed is 41.
partment of Housing and Urban
cian Gail Greenwood (Belly) is 38. Rock musician Jeff Ament (Pearl
Development, Atlanta, Ga.
34.
is
jack, hoping to find West with the
Jam) is 35. Britain's Prince Edward is 34. Actress Jasmine Guy
The Rev. Ed Frank Jeffrey, East dealer.
ace, but it was not his lucky day.
North-South vulnerable.
Methodist minister, spoke about
East won,cashed his fourth heart,
NORTH
TNERE'S NOTNING
"Young People In the Church Toand South was down one; losing a
MliNTIElt TUN TN SWORD
•K 7 2
day" at an open meeting of the
diamond, a club and three heart
•9 6 2
AAAERICAN
Kappa Department of the Murray
tricks all told.
•A J 7
CANCER
At the second table, declarer
Woman's Club,
Q J 94
For more information call
had no trouble whatever making
Humphrey Key presented
Mrs.
SOCIETY
EAST
WEST
toll-free 1-800-A(S-2345
three notrump. He counted nine
+1094
a program on "Ground Cover" at * J 8 5 3
sure tricks as soon as dummy apV K875
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peared, and saw no good reason to
DAILY COMICS
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jeopardize the contract by attempt4A 63
47
ing a diamond finesse at trick one.
SOUTH
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So he went up with the ace of
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and led the club queen
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V
A
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3
J
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clubs,three spades,a diamond and
Pass 1 NT Pass 3 NT
Opening lead — five of diamonds. a heart.
It is granted that most players
This hand from a team-of-four
contest illustrates how matches would experience at least a fleetare sometimes won or lost for no ing temptation to try the diamond
good reason. Both Souths wound finesse at trick one, since two
up in three notrump, and at each overtricks can be made if West has
310
table West's opening lead was a the king. However,yielding to such
a temptation is not a very good
diamond.
At the first table, declarer fol- practice, since declarer stands to
CATHY
lowed low from dummy and lost gain only a little if he's right and to
TO
AFFORD
COULDN'T
TREY
HIGH
THOSE
IT'S
CC
ONE
the finesse to East's king. East lose a lot if he's wrong.
OH..
IS THAT MR. PINKLEY'S
KEEP ME, BUT THEY HAVE
IfSouth's goal was simply to try
SCHCOL CAREER DAYS ?
then returned the heart five.
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FOR
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make as many diamond tricks
to
now
was
plays
of
COMPUTER?
choice
OLD
South's
ON MY
ACTUALLY, SHE HAS HER
ACTUALLY, SHE'S 22. WE immaterial. When he followed low, as possible, he would certainly be
/OSTER'S IN BUSINESS
FOR6OT HOW(Tow SKIN
ACTUALLY, THAT'S BRIAPJA
West won with the ten, continued correct to play low from dummy at
ADMINISTRATION.
LOOKS AT THAT,A&E.
MONTGOMERY- SER&ENSON.
with the queen and forced out the trick one. But that is not the paraSHE'S WORKING HERE.
mountissue here. Making the conace of hearts.
Declarer then led a club to the tract is the first consideration.
Tomorrow:Two chances are better than one.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 10, the 69th day of 1998. There are 296
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 10, 1876, Alexander Graham Bell made what was, in effect, the first telephone call. His assistant, in an adjoining room in
Boston, heard Bell say over the experimental device: "Mr. Watson,
come here. I want you."
On this date:
In 1496, Christopher Columbus concluded his second visit to the
Western Hemisphere as he left Hispaniola for Spain.
In 1629, England's King Charles I dissolved Parliament and did not
call it back for 11 years.
In 1785, Thomas Jefferson was appointed minister to France, succeeding Benjamin Franklin,
In 1848, the Senate ratified the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, ending the war with Mexico.
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant became commander of the Union armies
in the Civil War.
In 1880, the Salvation Army arrived in the United States from
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the church or social services
oionteers in her community
As a mother of three. know the
early years are hard - especially
fOr a girl that young But it does get
easier, and when the children are in
grade school, she could go back to
school or work to improve her financial situation
'I'm sure she will regret it deeplyif she gives away her child
JOANNE B.
IN FRANKLIN. MASS
DEAR JOANNE: Your letter
is only one in a stack of letters I
have received from readers who
disagreed with my answer.
However, I stand by my
answer. Only the young mother
knows what she can handle,
and she said in her letter that
she is unable not only to support two children financially,
she is unable to give her boy
the love and care he needs.
Since she has found a family at
church who will love and cherish him, I think she's doing the
right thing. If more people
chose that path, there might
be fewer abused or neglected
children.
Read on for another view:
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
your reply supporting the 18-yearold girl in making an adoptive plan
for her son. Our beautiful 1-year-old
baby girl, "Katie," joined our family
through open adoption, making a
situation of loss - infertility for us.
an unplanned pregnancy for her
birth parents - into a miracle.
In open adoption, the adoptive
parents and birth parents work out
with a lawyer or agency whatever
contact they are both comfortable
with. With our fully open adoption,
we see Katie's birth mom twice a
month 'which is as much our wish
as hers), and her extended family as
well. Our baby has another whole
branch of family to love her, and
they've been able to go on with their
lives without regret, being able to
see for themselves that Katie is the
most loved, cared-for child in the
world.
Abby, please ask your readers
to consider "open adoption" when
making decisions around adoption
or unplanned pregnancies. It can be
scary when you first hear about it,
but I cah tell you in all honesty that
it has enriched our lives, our daughter's life, and also her birth mom's.
Thank you.
M.L.S.. CINCINNATI

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent article. you stated that beef is not contaminated by the fodder that cattle eat
and, you concluded, people who have
a problem with that ought to stick to
vegetables.
Well, let's look at what goes into
fruit and vegetables. Many farmers
fertilize their fields with E. coli-containing chicken waste and hog
manure - even, in some countries,
human excrement. That's not all!
Look at what makes up our soil. Soil
has pretty nasty stuff in it and most of
it is radioactive. Yep, put a Geiger
counter next to it and listen to it click
away. There are heavy metals in the
soil, as well as bugs, slugs and every
other thing imaginable.
Then, to top things off, soil mostly
contains DIRT, the stuff your mom
made you wash off your hands before
eating. The dirt that gave you pinworms, typhoid and heaven knows
what! Dirt can turn to MUD!
Let's face it. Other than the taste of
food, everything about its cultivation
and processing is disgusting. I'll bet
you're more likely to get sick from
eating vegetables than from consuming properly cooked meats.
DEAR READER: Whew!
Every so often. I get letters like
yours that could politely be called -off
the wall " I usually ignore them. I'm
publishing yours because it is so full
of inaccuracies that most of my readers will be amused Most important,
you seem to have lost an important
attribute for a healthy and happy life:
perspective.
Definition of a human being: a lowlife form cursed by the ability to realize it could do better. You have car
ried this interpretation to new
extremes.
Hey, we depend on soil, the recy
cling of nitrogen in waste, mud and
good ol' dirt. The components of soil
don't enter growimg plants: only the
chemical molecules do. The tomatoes
in your garden don't care if the nitrogen they need comes from chicken
poop or synthetic fertilizer, its all the
same to them The bacteria aren't a
factor. They just sit in the soil, happy
in their own ecosystem. The radioactivity in soil is trivial. You get more
radiation by lying in the sun for an
hour.
You can get crazy from imagining
all the possible hazards in our environment You have what I call "whole
wheat germs- You worry about trivial
stuff Yes. wash your fruit and vegeta
bles But for heaven's sake, lighten
up Enp our environment, mud and
all. because its all we've got And
make SUN. that you eat a balanced
diet that contains fruit, vegetables.
and a iertain amount of dirt Your
body can take it.
To give you more information. I am
sending you my Health Report
"Eating Right tor a Healthy Heart
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MSU opens doors to high
school juniors March 21

DEATHS
Mrs. Mary Opal Jones Hopkins

All high school juniors are invited to attend Junior Jam at Murray
State Univenity March 21.
Registration will begin at 12:30
p.m. in the Curris Center and activities will last until 4:30 p.m.
Several informative activities
have been scheduled. Along with an
introduction to the campus,juniors
will learn about admission requirements, receive general information
about scholarships and financial aid
and attend academic sessions with
faculty members.
Representatives from various
clubs and organizations will be
present to answer questions. Student ambassadors will be available
for campus tours.
Jennifer
Young, admission
counselor for Murray State Univer-

Mrs. Mary Opal Jones Hopkins, 79, Hardin, died Monday, March 9,
1998, at 11:20 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Independence United Methodist Church.
Her husband, Charles Hopkins, died Dec. 16, 1990. Also preceding
her in death were four sisters, Venice Travis, Nell Ramsey, Alpha
Williams, and Della Vena Jones, and three brothers, T.P. Jones, Wess
Jones and Rural Jones. Born Sept. 30, 1918, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Arlie Jones and Harriet Smith Jones.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Kay Henderson and husband, Glen Dale, Hardin, Mrs. Brinda Edwards and husband, Tater,
Murray, and Mrs. Louise Haley and husband, Charles, Dexter; one
son, Danny Hopkins and wife, Beanie, Hardin; two brothers, Cantrell
Jones and wife, Pauline, Murray, and William Arlie Jones and wife,
Martha, Dexter.
Also surviving are seven grandchildren, Tonya Scott and husband,
Randall, Tony Henderson and wife, Missy, Tommy Salyers, Laurie
Ross, Amanda Edwards, Donna Adams and husband, Jason, and Derek
Hopkins; eight great-grandchildren, Stacey Brewer, Adam Scott, Sarah
Scott., Dustin Henderson. Kayla Henderson. Cole Salyers. Carla Salyers, and Jason Ross.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

SERVICE NOTES

Mrs. Jean E. Bueter
Mrs. Jean E. Bueter, 78, Poplar Street, Murray, died Sunday, March
8, 1998, at 5:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her death
followed a long illness.
Born in Waterloo, Iowa, she was the daughter of the late George
Weiner and Elizabeth Cusack Weiner.
Survivors include her husband, Lt. Col. Edward Bueter(USAF ret.);
one daughter and son-in-law, Mary Kate and Robert Henry Lochte,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Bernice Fraser, Amarillo, Texas.
Prior to their retirement in Freeport, Maine, in 1968, she was a
30-year volunteer Red Cross Gray Lady in civilian and military hospitals and active in officers' wives clubs wherever Colonel Bueter's military assignments sent them.
Mrs. Bueter was a member and past president of the Freeport Women's Club; past pesident of the Maine Federation of Women's Clubs;
secretary-treasurer of the New England Region Conference; and a
member of the Board of Directors of the General Federation of Women's Clubs.
She had served for eight years of volunteerism at the Regional Memorial Hospital, Brunswick, Maine, and had once served as Freeport's
Representative on Parkview Hospital's auxiliary board for a three-year
term.
Mrs. Bueter was appointed to Freeport's 2nd Charter Commission
and served as its secretary; was a member of the Maine Dingo Unit of
the National Association of Parliamentarians, the Freeport Art Club,
the Freeport Historical Society, and the Maine Military Historical
Society.
Fr. Ray Goetz of St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray, will conduct the
funeral service Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray.
Memorials may be directed to the Rural Education Program, c/o of
Sister Lucy Poulin, HOME, Rt. 1, Orland, Maine 04472, or to the
Freeport Rescue Service, Freeport, Maine 04032.

James Robert Holden
James- Robert Holden, 81, New Concord, died Sunday, March 1,
1998, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a former resident
of Fayette County, Tenn.
Funeral rites were at 11 a.m. Thursday, March 5, at the Peebles
Funeral Chapel, Somerville, Tenn. The Rev. Lyndell Fisher, pastor of
Assembly of God Church, Newbern, Tenn., officiated.
Burial was in the Arlington Cemetery, Arlington, Tenn., with Peebles Fayette County Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Born Jan. 26, 1917, in Gallaway, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Terry Ethridge Holden and Mattie Poole Holden. He was employed as
a guard for the Shelby County Penal Farm for 20 years before his
retirement in 1977. He moved to New Concord three years ago.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Sue Sanders Holden, to
whom he was married July 17, 1978; two sons, Robert E. Holden,
Leessville, La., and Jerry D. Holden, Bartlett, Tenn.; two stepdaughters, Carolyn Walker, Millington, Tenn., and Wanda.Sue Dacus, Murray; one stepson, Larry Morrissett, Bartlett; two sisters, Sarah Ellen
Knight, Somerville, Tenn., and Dorothy Hiller, Memphis, Tenn.; 23
grandchildren; 29 great-grandchildren; one great-great-granddaughter.

Titanic survivor dies
ELGIN, Ill. (AP) — Eleanor I.
Shuman, one of the last survivors
of the Titanic, has died at age 87.
After suddenly taking ill, Mrs.
Shuman died Saturday in Elgin's
Sherman Hospital.
Mrs. Shuman, who was less
than 2 years old when the ship
went down in 1912, was with her
mother, brother and two Swedish
teens traveling with the family
during the voyage home from
Europe following a visit to relatives. Mrs. Shuman's mother,
brother and one of the teens were
among the 706 survivors.
Mrs. Shuman saw the premiere
of the movie "Titanic" last year

in Chicago and met director
James Cameron there.
"He said I reminded him of
Rose, the girl in the movie,"
Mrs. Shuman told a reporter later.
The movie, she said, was so
realistic that it was difficult to
watch. "I did a lot of crying."
She is survived by a son, Earl
Shuman of St. Charles, and two
grandchildren.
Mrs. Shuman's death leaves
six survivors of the disaster, according to Michael Findlay of the
Titanic International Society of
Freehold, N.J. The oldest is Winnifred Quick Vantongerloo, 94,
of the Detroit area.

Sam Bell, Amanda Daniels, Jason Thompson and Danielle Bell, students at Emmanuel Baptist Academy are pictured with candy that was
sold during a fundraiser.

Prosecutors seek life
in prison for teen-agers
GREENEVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Prosecutors want six young
Kentuckians who murdered ,three
members of a Tennessee family
after stealing their van to spend
the rest of their lives in prison
with no possibility of parole.
Defense attorneys will try to
convince a Greene County judge
that their clients deserve a lesser
penalty.
The sentencing hearing was
scheduled to begin today before
Criminal Court Judge James
Beckner. He has said he expects
the hearing to take about a week.
The six pleaded guilty Feb. 20
to murdering Vidar and Delfina
Lillelid of Powell and their
6-year-old daughter, Tabitha. The
couple's 2-year-old son, Peter,
survived a gunshot through an
eye and now lives with relatives
in Sweden.
On Monday, Peter's aunt,
Randi Heier, filed a civil lawsuit
against the six defendants in Circuit Court seeking $53 million in
damages for Peter for the loss of
his parents and sisters.
The six defendants are: Jason
Blake Bryant, 15, of Marrowbone, Ky.; Natasha Cornett, 19,
and Crystal Sturgill, 18, both of
Betsy Layne, Ky.; Karen Howell,
18, and Dean Mullins, 20, both of
Toler, Ky.; and Joe Risner, 21, of
Paintsville, Ky.
Cornett, the reputed ringleader,
told her first lawyer she is the
daughter of Satan. Others in the
group are interested in the occult,
and prosecutors say two days before the killings they held a bizarre ritual in a Pikeville, Ky.,
motel room that included selfmutilation and bloodletting.
The Lillelids were headed
home from a Jehovah's Witnesses
conference in Johnson City on
April 6 when they stopped at an
Interstate 81 rest stop near Baileyton, in northeast Tennessee.
They were found in a muddy
ditch along a gravel road several
miles away. Vidar and Delfina,
shot six and eight times respec-
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tively, died with their children in
their laps. The couple's legs were
run over by their own van, according to prosecutors.
Two guns were used to shoot
the family and Bryant, who was
14 at the time, was one of the
killers, prosecutors have said. Investigators were unable to determine who else pulled the trigger.
The six suspects were arrested
on April 8 in Douglas, Ariz.,
while driving the Lillelids' van.
Their guilty pleas, made three
days before jury selection was to
begin, came after prosecutors
said they would not seek the
death penalty for the four adults.
They now face the same maximum penalty as the two youngest
defendants, Bryant and Howell.
Meanwhile, attorneys for those
two, who were juveniles at the
time of the killings, say that penalty is too harsh. They claim the
Legislature did not intend for
juveniles to be subject to a sentence of life in prison without
parole and their clients should be
eligible for parole.
Prosecutor Berkeley Bell has
said none of the six has shown
remorse.

Navy Airman Thomas W.Duff,a
1994 graduate of Calloway County
High School of Farmington, has
arrived in the Arabian Gulf with
Carrier Airborne Early Warning
Squadron 115,embarked aboard the
aircraft carrier USS Independence.
President Bill Clinton ordered the
carrier to the area in response to
rising tensions there.
Duff is one of more than 5,000
sailors aboard the carrier who will
be called on to participate in any
contingency operations which may
be ordered.
Tensions in the region have increased over Iraq's non-compliance
with U.N. sanctions imposed after
the Gulf War in 1991.
Duffs unit flies the E-2C Hawkeye, a multi-engine turboprop aircraft capable of providing longrange airborne early warning to
ships and aircraft of a carrier battle
group.
The Hawkeye also can provide
additional air control and intercept
information for other aircraft.
He joined the Navy in February
1995.

say, hopes that all juniors will take
this opportunity to learn about the
university.
"It's never to early to start looking
at school," Young said. "This is a
great opportunity to meet faculty,
students and staff."
Junior Jam is a recruitment event
held each year to offer an in-depth
look at Murray State University. For
more information,call the Office of
School Relations at(502)762-2896
or toll-free at l-800-272-4MSU.

Trust Me To
Protect Everything That's
Important To You.

David K. King

No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. So whether it's
Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to
yourself to call me and find out how my experience,
my commitment to personal service, and Grange
Insurance can safeguard everything that's
INBURANCE
Your partner in protection
important in your life.

011111:1013

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

